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Preface

This interim report of Ocotillo is the direct result of a succession of events
beginning in the 1987-88 academic year. During that year, Alfredo G. de los
Santos Jr. approached several groups within the Maricopa District asking a
series of questions about the future uses of technology in the instructional
setting. One of the groups that he approached was the District Academic
Computer Users Group (DACUG). DACUG discussed these questions and came to
the opinion that a larger group needed to be involved in this discussion. In
November of 1987, representatives of DACUG approached Alfredo about holding
a retreat to discuss the future of instruction especially in light of the newer
technologies.

In May 1988, DACUG sponsored Technology Retreat ‘88. Participants at the
retreat included faculty from many disciplines, Deans of Instruction, College
Presidents, Vice Chancellors and Governing Board members. Retreat
participants identified eight major issues. So much excitement was generated
around these eight issues that commitments were made to extend discussions
into the 88-89 school year by involving more people.

Following the retreat, Alfredo appointed us to chair the follow-up process. We
spent the summer planning what is now known as Ocotillo. Eight
“Action/Research Groups” were established and faculty leadership and
administrative support persons were selected for each group. A ninth Ocotillo
group was begun in January to address the training issues surrounding keeping
current with technology.

Over 100 faculty and staff attended the beginning of Ocotfflo, held August 26 at
the Phoenix College Bears Den. Paul Elsner, Chancellor, opened the meeting. He
endorsed the Ocotillo effort by re-asserting the importance of the technology
agenda in community college education. Elsner challenged attendees to plan
boldly and creatively.

Since this beginning, the groups of Ocotillo have worked to address the issues
identified at the retreat. They studied the issues, made recommendations and
formulated the questions that need to be addressed in the future. The group
reports which follow reflect the thoughtfulness of the participants as well as the
guidance of the group leaders during the year. A lot of people have contributed to
Ocotillo during this past year. We know that over 200 faculty and
administrators have attended meetings of an Ocotillo group.

We want to thank everyone who has contributed to the work of Ocotillo this
year. It is this cooperative spirit and creative genious that makes Maricopa
great. A special thanks is extended to the faculty who chaired Ocotillo groups in
addition to their teaching responsibilities and other duties, and to the
administrators who supported each group. We also want to thank Lauretta
Peters who has provided support to Ocotillo throught the year and who has done
an excellent job in formatting and assembling this report.

Alan Jacobs
Jim Walters
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Alternative Funding for Technology Applications

The Problem Comments
In answer to its function as a community leader and resource,
MCCCD has focused technology as a major emphasis - both for
the present and the future. In the past, while the district has
successfully received major dollars for new capital, there are
still needs that have not been adequately addressed. Further-
more, the community colleges are facing the twin specters of in-
creasing costs with relatively stable revenue. Therefore, there is
a continuing need to acquire new alternative financing sources
so that the community college is able to fulfill Its functions as a
service to the community. New funding would help the district
to resolve problems in two areas:

l Funding present operating costs: and
l Funding anticipated new technologies

Such funding will support both research development and the
instruction of this technology in the community.

An Overview: Resource Development

Present sources for resource development:

l Foundation/Alumni
l Fundraising Campafgn

- Community Donations
- College Endowment

l Earnings
- Corporate Contracts
- Community Service (non-credit)

l Government Relations
- Legislative
- State

l Bond Issues
l Student Tuition and Fees
l Grants and Awards

- Federal
- State
- Private Foundations
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Comments

Opportunities Identified

After active exploration the alternative funding group consoli-
dated and categorized resource development into major areas
that warranted further attention and efforts. These included:

Cooperative efforts with third parties
Grant resource development
Efficient use of existing resources
Bond referendum

.Cooperative efforts i.e. arrangement with government, industry
and education institutions results In the development and im-
plementation of training/educational programs in the business
community

Grant Resource Development is an area pregnant with funding
possibilities However, in order to increase its competitive edge,
the district needs to develop a team concept. Such an approach
would be the answer to the fragmented approach presently in
operation thus enhancing its ability to contract and the writing
of winning proposals.

.
is a self-fulfilling prophecy.

An information system that matches needs of the business com-
munity with resources within the educational community will
create the credibility that is required thus attracting further par-
ticipation and utilization of such a program. A clearing house
concept will facilitate the sharing of resources - not only of per-
sonnel and facilities, but also of technologies.

A Bond Referendum will enable MCCD to be proactive in a new
era of technology - technology which will require a need for addi-
tional funding.

The Plan: A More In-Depth look at Each Opportunity

By pooling their resources, government, industry and education
are able to develop and provide both required and desired train-
ing and education in the business community. Such synergy is
a source of revenue for the district - either in actual dollars or in
cost reductions. For example, after forming a partnership with a
local corporation, the college district can either provide the facili-
ties for corporate training and/or the educational programs for
said training These efforts help industry to fulfill its long term
need for developing a labor pool of technologically competent
personnel, while paying the district for the delivery of such pro-
grams. Also, because various foundations provide funding for
some educational programs, as a provider of such programs, the
district could be the financial recipient of some grant monies.



It is the Maricopa Community College District’s philosophy to
initiate such exchanges with enterprise - thus developing part-
nerships. In order to initiate such exchanges, the district looks
for one or more of the following criteria:

Both sides must bring something to the partnership [i.e. either
a saving of dollars or an infusion of donations and grants)

Technology support is available from both parties. This sup-
port is realized through the close relationships between soft-
ware engineering, technical support and willingness to answer
questions relating to the technology and its applications. The
private sector often answers the first two while the district an-
swers the last need.

The corporate worlds knowledge of future products and pre-
releases helps the district make decisions relating to future
Planning*

MCCD has gained credibility and visibility in both national
and inter- national settings. Such recognition, achieved
through both word of mouth and printed material, is a form of
good will that can benefit third parties who associate with the
district.

An Action Plan
In order to generate and maintain such cooperative efforts the
Alternative Funding Group is recommending that MCCD be will-
ing to do the following:

l Make a commitment to spend dollars to make expenditures on
behalf of different corporations.

l Work on public relations - presenting with honesty the posf-
tive aspects in store for third parties who associate with the
district.

l Articulate the skills and expertise that the Maricopa Commu-
nity College District brings to the relationship - skills in pro-
grammmg, technical support and in-kind support. This latter
includes traming each other’s people in Merent areas.

l Develop the patience and flexibility required to work with new
technology. In dealing with new products, it is important to
leave a margin for error. This is because new products don’t
always work and new equipment may not always be success-
ful.

While this last step is more attitude than action, it encourages
the necessary supportive environment that is needed while the
district is involved in making new risk-taking technological
advances.

Comments

0z_
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Various Maricopa Community College Dlstrlct personnel work in
an effort to obtain grant tunds for various programs. The Alter-
native Funding Group found that the efforts, however, are not
coordinated and are extremely fragmented.

District Of&e personnel currently monitor RFP availability and
alert college executives and deans to the possibilities. Within a
short time frame, any staff member may then attempt to write a
proposal. Units that are recipients of such funding must deliver
the setices according to the terms of the grant.

The Altematlve Funding Group recommends that the colleges
develop a team concept to address grant resources. The ap-
proach to successtul grant development is:

Know MCCCD’s goals and objectives. There is no value in
soliciting funds that are inconsistent with these goals.

Know MCCCD’s capabilities. Upon the acceptance of an
award, the d&&&t is legally obligated to perform according to
the terms,

Know the resources available. Monitor the various sources
and learn the strings attached before applying for funds.

Cultivate potential sources of external funds. DifTerent
sources have different requirements. Since time is essential,
one should know the idiosyncrasies and do developmental
work prior to the issuance of the RFP.

l Monitor grant and contract F3FP.s. Ttmelines are short and
immediate reaction is necessary.

l Develop winning proposals. This is an art in itself.

l Perform as promised. Reputations become established and it
becomes increasingly easy for an experienced person who
deliver as promised, to secure grants and contracts.

An Action-Plan proposal writing is episodic as RFPs are issued.
In addition, the RFPs from different agencies are very different
and require diEerent skills and expertise in order to respond ef-
fecttvely. Therefore, it is recommended that MCCD budget
$5,000.00 to be all-ted to the college presidents on an as-
needed basis.

The money could be used to hire skilled consultants to write
proposals on a fee for service basis. The consultant selected
would have the skills required for the particular RFP, thus
increasing the hkelihood of success. In addition, the consult-
ants would be worktng with college personnel that are respon-
sible for the control and maintenance of the project.

Comments

Stux&i we develop some kind
of quality contlvl to develop
the perform-as-pmnised
h&toy?
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Comments
Efficient Use of Existing Resources

The success of any partnership venture that the district under-
takes depends heavily on providing setices in the most efficient
way possible.

This efficiency will both enhance and create the requisite credi-
bility needed to attract the further participation of industry.

Efficiency could be greatly improved through a pooling of infor-
mation about resources within the educational setting - infor-
mation Inclusive of, but, not limited to MCCD: it would also
include various school districts, other colleges and allied agen-
cies. Such an information system would identify resources such
as personnel with specialized expertise, facilities and technolo-
gies . This clearing house concept could facilitate inventory
taking and the sharing of such resources. In short, this could
be the key to matching needs with services. Such and mforma-
tion base, developed and provided through a hbrary system,
would present to the business community a unified effort on the
part of the educational community - an effort that matches the
consolidated efforts of this latter business community,

Other benefits of a clearing house system Include its ability to
identify the availability of single application software [i.e. soft-
ware that is critical for use during a learning experience but
would otherwise gather dust until needed again); and its ability
to generate Information about unused, available computer time.
This latter function of the system is a highly profitable revenue
generator - leasing computer time to the local business commu-
nity. It is a win/win for both environments: 1) Businesses
acquire short term resources at fair, often below market price:
and 2) The revenues generated by the dWrict could offset
expenses incurred in the marketing of technology instruction to
the community.

Users of such a clearing house have also been identified. Vari-
ous types of users include the emerging of stable industries
either currently l-ted, relocating or just starting in the Phoe-
nix area. The prbnary focus of the business joint ventures
should be initially developed by the telecommunications indus-
try - companies such as NBC Communications Systems and
AT 8t T. These industries could be major partners in joint
ventures with MCCD. Smaller companies could be encouraged
to combine their resources so that they too can use the commu-
nity as a contact or as a technological support system. One way
these smaller companies could offset cash flow problems and
still be able to afford such technological support is by encourag-
ing them to pay for such services through contributions of
donated equipment and personnel resources. Their contribu-
tions would be added to the clearing houses data bank.

The remtion of a
daiabase of resources is
mentioned by several groups
in d@erent contexts. We still
know too ltttle about what
each other is doing!



Comments

The procedure for establishing a clearing house of resource
information would begin with obtain&@ an “inventory” of re-
sources from the educational/institutional partners. This
inventory would include information about the normal techno-
logical equipment, as well as personnel expertise available at
each location. This latter aspect of the process would uncover
which employees in the district are available for instructional
purposes and which ones can perform highly specialized tasks.
A similar, albeit complementary inventory process would be
required from the business community. This would enable the
clearing house to match needs with resoumes. The major
investment for this program would be in the library services
needed to catalogue the resources and to schedule said re-
sources for use. A complication already identified is the need to
determine the actual time the resource has already been sched-
uled for use by the home agency and its availability for use by
others. Many forms of communication could be used to share
such information, and a brief study should be undertaken to
identify the most cost effective approach that could be taken
under the circumstances.

Referen-
The committee suggests that a $40 million dollar request be
added to the next general bond referendum. The reason for this
is that the most significant financing source for funding technol-
ogy is the new general obligation (G.O.) bond issue. The $40
million should be added to the list of new buildings, remodeled
buildings, and additional equipment in a the next bond referen-
dum. This will be earmarked for technology equipment.

This is an increase of $10 million for technology over the 1984
bond referendum We anticipate a new era of technolom which
will need a new funding source. While specific technology
projects are not yet identified, the committee recommends $40
million for the following reasons:

It will be ten years since the Iast capital funding source was
put into place and that funding source from G.O. bonds will
have been completed at the time of the next referendum.

There are new technologies on the market, such as video-
teleconferencing, which will require additional capital dolIars.

Computers beget computers. As faculty, staif and students
use the computers, there is a growing need for more capacity
and new uses.

The new technology will insure Maricopa remains on the
cutting edge in the delivery of the best possible educational
product.

0R

0R

WoukMt this cost half-a-
millionper c-us? L&s add
cur&her $5 miUon&.st for
this.

And computers become out-
dated.



Comments

Once a general obligation bond referendum is approved by the
voters, the rest of the funding mechanism is quite automatic.
Approvals from the Governing Board and State Board will be
secured and the Districts bond fiscal agent and bond attorneys
will handle the recommended procedure to finalize the bond
sales. The funds to pay the bonds come from property tax
through a “secondary tax rate.”

Ion PI~II The committee recommends the District move
forward with including $40 million for the next general obliga-
tion bond referendum to finance most of the new technology re-
quirements for the next ten year capital development cycle.

0R
What about the operational
$.md.s to use a.22 the things
purchased wfth capital
dollars?
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Classroom of the Future

Introduction

The involvement of computers in the academic communfty is a
natural and desirable evolution brought about by the growth of
technology and the adaptability of that technology into the
preparation and delivery of instructional material. As comput-
ers continue to play a larger and larger role in the curricula, it
is imperative that the administration become involved in the
development of a campus wide computer plan that will give
direction, support and consistency as each project unfolds.

Many students arriving at the communf@ college come prepared
and with expectations to use computers after having used them
in the home and also in High !3chool programs. Community
Colleges must be prepared to fulfill this need and meet the
expectations of their student population. Not only Is it necessary
that students have knowledge of computers and how to apply
them in solving particular problems, but it is also necessary that
faculty use computers to increase classroom productivity. Just
as audio-visual equipment, blackboards and chalk and other
classroom materials were necessary in the past, computers will
be as valuable and necessary in the classroom of the future.

The Problem
The classrooms that we now have are not constructed to accom-
modate difTerlng learning and teaching styles that use technol-
0~. The constnxtion of the building determines how the cur-
riculum will be delivered,

Most faculty are not aware of the types of technology that is now
available for classroom instruction.

Future faculty will be required to teach in different ways in order
to take advantage of that aspect of technology that will increase
the communication between teacher and student.

Most colleges are not prepared to instnxt new and cument
faculty in the process of integrating technology with curriculum.

Most colleges are not equipped to develop new courses that
requim technology related delivery systems.

Technology that does exist at the colleges is fragmented. The
individual departments develop separately. The rate of develop-
ment depends upon the expertk of the Department Chairs and
the individual department members.

Comments

This Owught ts also ex-
presseci by other groups.
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The resources that are available in the library have not been
integrated into the technology assisted instructional programs
that are developing in the departments .

The external sources of information that are available has not
been utilized by the colleges. (data bases, other libraries )

Classroom of the Future

The classroom of the future will be one part of a multifaceted,
technology intensive, instructional program which will bring
together a new and Innovative approach to the methods of
delivering information to those members of our community who
would like to obtain knowledge.

The classroom will be deslgned to meet the needs of the learner
rather than accommodating the conventional methods of in-
struction used by most faculty. In this room the instructional
program will determine how the room is utilized, rather than the
room construction determining how a cun-lculum is delivered.
The room will have the ability to meet the needs of different
types of learning methods. The prime objective is maximum
flexibility. In order to accommodate the different teaching styles
requested by faculty, the room should have the infrastructure
necessary to arrange the work-stations in any order requested.
The teacher should be able to teach from any place in the room
(front, back or side). Power and data lines should be available
in the floor and walls to facilitate any possible teaching environ-
ment.
For example:

Chairs should be adjustable in height and swivel.

Tables should have a drawer to house the computer keyboard
and the computer monitor should be adjustable in height.

The monitor should be placed down in the table when not in
use. There should be room for note taking during lectures.

The CPU should be under the work table . There should be
storage space for the students books.

Monitor projector8 should be able to project onto a large
screen for student vlewlng. The monitors may be front or rear
projection. The projectors can project an image that is as
large as a normal chalk board.

A link system should be used to enable the instructor to
observe any students monttor and/or project his monitor on
to the students monitor. The link system does not alter the
program the student is utilizing, it only effects what is pro-
tected on the monitor.

Comments

Is it a room? with one
teachet?

0K.

0K

0g_ How mary coqfiiurations
are needed? How many

0
dassroorns will need one

R complterper student?

0R_

0R.
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l A writing tablet should be used rather than a conventional
chalkboard, It should project onto the large screen and/or the
students monitor. This works very much like an overhead
projector, except it can be transmitted to the students moni-
tors.

l A video camera should be used to project solid objects upon a
large screen or the students monitors. The camera should be
permanently mounted in the room. The University of Texas
had the camera in the ceiling..The University of Arizona had
the camera on a special table in the front of the room. The
camera can be focused to project written material or solid
objects for students viewing.

l 16 mm film and/or 35 mm slide projectors should be able
to project upon a large screen and/or the students monitors.

l A muIt&Iighting system should be provided to vary the
fflumination. Different types of presentations wfll require
different degrees of illumination. In many cases, different parts
of the room will need lights while other sections will need
reduced lights.

l Networked workstations should be utilized to reduce the cost
and problems encountered with utilizing floppy disks. The
problems encountered due to the lack of standardization of
printers and printer drivers could be greatly reduced since
networking would place every computer on the same system.
Networking would prevent the students from altering the
programs and/or the operating system.

l Library networking should be provided to bring the vast
amount of resources available into the classroom. Through the
hbrary we can connect to other libraries in the College District
as well as ASU.

l Modem connections should be provided for the ability to
connect with the vast amount of information that is free from
the data bases provlded to the public by the government and
other sources. This is a very rich untapped source of informa-
tion that could be used in our instructional programs.

l Voice, video and data transmission to classrooms in other
buildings and/or other Colleges should be encouraged, in as
much as, we will have that ability.

l A portable master control should be provided to allow the
instructor to control the room from any point.

Comments

0%_
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Comments

Instructional Support

The second part of this instructional program involves an
Instructional Innovation and Software Support Center. New, as
well as many of our current, faculty do not have the knowledge
needed to take advantage of new, as well as, present technology.
This Center will supply instructlon in the use of software [elec-
tronic mail, word-processors, grade-book programs.) Each new
faculty, as well as, continuing faculty will need to receive tram-
ing in the use new software and hardware as it becomes avail-
able for the integration into their currkxlum .

The Center will maintain an inventory of all software purchased.
This inventory should be maintained on the VAX system to
enable faculty and administrators to have access to software
listings from their offices. The Center will help in selection,
purchase, cataloging of software. Assistance should be pro-
vided in the development of new methods of instruction. Soft-
ware will have to be evaluated and course-ware written for their
particular curriculum. Authoring programs will need to be
utilized for those curriculums that do not have software avail-
able. (The teacher of the future will have different skills and will
teach in different ways). This center will need to have the
hardware and software to support the development of these new
programs.

Teacher of the Future

In years past, the teacher was viewed as the font of all knowl-
edge. From Socrates to the present day, the teacher spoke and
the student listened. Discussions were fostered, but led. Debate
encouraged, but controlled.

The Socratic method dominated education until about 1450. At
this time, Johann Gutenberg produced the first change in the
teaching/learning process due to technology. The production of
mass produced books altered the process by which learning
occurred. FMnted material has become indispensable to the
teaching/learning press in the educational environment. After
a course is created, a text and resoume materials are selected,
so that the student has not just one -font of knowledge,~ but
several sources. The textbook has freed the teacher to delve
more broadly into contltcttng or other opinions and an expanded
fact-base. The role of the teacher, before a group of students,
was to deliver content (supplemented/complemented) by the
text, to guide the learning, to emphasize the *most important” of
all the content information arrayed, to focus on the skill (be that
of critical thinking or science lab technique), and to assess the
student learning by whatever methods seemed most
appropriate.

0R

Should  we cievf3Zop cm on-line
softiare listing now?
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Comments

Some teachers have expanded the array of information pre-
sented to their learners by taking advantage of %xwer” technolo-
gies. Films and video tapes complement or expand the informa-
tion presented and in some cases these media are by far the best
or simplest way to expose the student to a culture or to take
them to Mars. The newer technologies enrich the teaching,
expand the teaching, foster the learning, in ways that could not
have been imagined in the days of Socrates.

A shift has and is occurring in our learning environments. We
acknowledge, more comfortable today than yesterday, that the
teacher is not and cannot be the “font of knowledge” because
knowledge is e.xpanding at an exponential rate. At best, our role
as teachers is to expose our students to the basics of our disci-
pline, to guide the learning process with the tools we have at
hand, and to assess that learning in conjunction with the very
tools we may use to teach.

The teacher of tomorrow embraces the role of guide, the role of
partner in learning, the role of teaching critical thinking skills as
well as content, the role of teaching students how to learn and to
love learning, the role of mentor and example of a dedication to
growth in a rapidly changing world.

The teacher of tomorrow will also teach the technology tools for
learning as well as the basic critical thinking skills. They will
demonstrate that all tools have a place in our learning commu-
nity. The “tool” may be a computer or a video monitor or any
other technological advancement. The teacher of theji.&re will
recognize the value of such tools, continuously explore the uses
of those tools to expand the learning, to enrich the learning, and
to place more of themetv for m in the hands of
the learner. We, as teachers, will become the guide to knowledge
possibilities. We structure learning . Where the tool can assess
the learning more objectively than we can as humans, we incor-
porate the objective strategy. Where the tool can allow a student
to progress at his or her own rate, we design material/program-
ming/sequencing so the learner is self-paced. We recognize that
the technology frees us to work independently with a learner
(...back to Socrates ?I because the routine, the basics, can be
delivered by technology and we then have the time to work with
learners one-on-one.

The College District should seek teachers who are open to the
use of tools, willing to tzxperiment with the tools, to explore, to
r&k so that all available tools can be orchestrared for the
learner. The master conductor . ..THE MAESTRO... . . maybe that
is the definition of the Teacher of the Future.

Sounds simflcu to the Tech-
nology, Lecl.ming theory &
Restructuring Cuniculum
ew-t.

How wfll the “bea? teaching
of the future dflerfiorn the
“besr’ teaching now?

0K.
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Cross College Collaboration.

At the first meeting of Cross College Collaboration, the commit-
tee discussed our focus and agreed that our concerns included
both instruction and administration. Second, we agreed that
collaboration was possible among colleges and that we should
proceed with that expectation.

The group discussed specific actfvities to generate cross college
collaboration. For example, we identified sophomore-level
courses that were cancelled at several colleges because of low
enrollment. Technology, we assumed, would allow colleges to
serve those students. Second, we talked of the possibility of
interactive registration among colleges. And finally, we dis-
cussed the collaboration of faculty to develop courses utilizing
technology that could be shared among colleges. Our purpose
was to demonstrate collaboration in action.

During the year, Jean Staten, Jean Abel, Ken Roberts, and Mary
Briden worked to identify sophomore-level courses at Glendale,
Paradise Valley, and Phoenix College that did not make because
of low enrollment. Subsequently, they coordinated their fall
1989 schedules to list common courses at the same hours.
Their plan is to advertise sections at other colleges if any one of
the colleges has to cancel a section. Eventually, we hope that a
course at one college may be televised to sites at other colleges
and that students may sit fn the course on the home campus.
With this actfvity, we are addressing both cross college collabo-
ration and the use of technology.

A second effort involved interactive registration. We learned that
the technology is available to allow a person at one college to
access the data base of another college and enroll a student in a
section. However, we recognized that such action involved
careful discussions among registrars, administrators, and
department chairs. Joe LeCluyse, a member of our committee,
met with registrars to begin work on that activity.

The registrars agreed that the concept was feasible, but that it
would need to be implemented in phases. The premise is that
such cross-college regtstration would be considered for students
who were unable to enroll in a course or courses at the home
college because of unavailability of sections at times the student
needs. The registrars want to discourage a student from at-
tempting to register for all classes at another site, where there
might be shorter lines, for example. Further, they discussed
the impact of users on each college’s system, the identification of
screens, the process of apphcations, the consistency of policies

Comments

03.
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Comments

among colleges, and the procedures colleges follow.

They agreed to a four-phase program to implement the process.
It should be noted that the committee sent a letter to college
presidents alerting them of the committee’s request before
registrars began working in earnest on the program.

Finally, we discussed faculty members collaborating to develop
courses using technology. One possibility was the development
of HUM 205 as a television course, but faculty schedules pro-
hibited their agreclng on a plan. Several faculty members were
interested in the project, but each had reservations about the
time commitment to develop a television course. Each knows
enough about television and film to anticipate the demands of
research, script writing, production, rehearsal, document
preparation, etc. Even with reassigned time each would have to
give up present responsibilities to create the course.

A second plan was a recommendation to develop a one-hour
course in grammar for business writers. The idea is to offer the
course on computer with access by modem. lf the course is
developed, it could be advertised to businesses in the commu-
nity. A one-hour course involving written material could be
done more economically than a three-hour course on television.
It should be noted that the last area is still in the discussion
stage. Definite plans have not be made to implement this
activity.

The committee heard reports from Helen Sprawls of Rio Salado
community College, from Jan Baltzer of Information Technology
Services, and from Dr. Chuck West of Glendale Community
College. Each spoke about available technologies which colleges
could share and about instructional methods utilizing technol-
oa*

It would be helpful to have
more information about this
program.

0R
I like the idea of a pilot
project.

0!x_
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Improving Access to learning with Technology

Perspective
In the Maricopa County Community Colleges the doors are open
to all who wish to pursue new knowledge and skills. There is no
“floor” or *cw to limit the typf2s of learners. The colleges
have consistently pursued the philosophy of open access to their
facilities, programs, resources, and services to facilitate the
successful achievement of educational goals by all participants.
However, there are many important questions about the validity,
consistency, kind, and equity of access that does and should
exist in the Maricopa Community College District. The major
charge of the Ocotillo Improving Access to Learning with Tech-
nology Committee was to defme any issues and concerns that
imply or impact access to learning. Access to learning and
success is a concern for the Maricopa Community Colleges,
other Ar&ona educational institutions, and local to national
leaders in education, business, industry, and government.

Access to learning is a general concept and involves:

Anythfng that impedes or prevents the successful attainment
of goals by students or faculty.
Anything that is lacking which prevents identifying, recruit-
ing, and serving new types of student populations.
Anything that can Improve the kfnd, degree, and effectiveness
of delivery of educational programs and semces.
Any technology, procedures, social issues, legal statutes,
economic factors, instruction, admmistrative processes,
physical facilities, equipment, or services.

The Markopa Commumty Colleges will have met the challenge of
access to learning when they visibly provide maximal equity of
access to all persons who need and desire it and can demon-
strate success in doing so.

The Chair has gone directly to each of the colleges and centers
for direct Input from individual faculty, stat?‘, administrators,
and students. The Appendix is a compilation of the data that
was obtained from many hours of interviews, discussions and
communications utilizing the electronic mail system.

Comments

l Z%eAppendixprtnted in this
document represents about
one-foti of the comments
submftted by Dave Dolby. It
isfilled with meaty comments
and suggestions.
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Comments

Questions

General questions about access to learning that were addressed
were:
l Who has access?
l When, where, and how is access provided?
. Who establishes access prlorlties?
l Who designs, tiplements and evaluates programs that

address access . ..prlorities?
l How can communication and relationships be facilitated

among . ..departments and setices throughout the MCCD?
l Does or should equitable access extst everywhere in the

MCCD?

Contributors of issues and suggestions regarding access to
learning in the Maricopa Community Colleges implicated
.
.
.
.

.

.

.

.

l

.

.

.

.

.

.

Technology equipment and use policies
Interdepartmental and intercampus communication
Administrative, faculty and staff affltudes and behaviors
Campus image, marketing, public relations, adoption of
innovations, politics, parking, security, strategic planning
and implementation
Motivation, attendance, retention, and success of under-
prepared and at risk students
Faculty staffing, hiring, work loads, and achievement recog-
nition
Recruitment, orientation, assessment, advisement, registra-
tion, tracking, intervention, and financial aid for all students
Evaluation of programs, innovations, policies, instructton,
etc.
Physical facilities, budgeting, academic calendar, fiscal
policies and reporting, general education requirements
Technology equipment on-campus and off-campus, training
and utilization
Professional development of faculty and stti on orientation,
advisement and mstruction
Networks of computers, MCCD campuses, universities,
libraries, business, industry, government, faculty, staff and
students
Distance learning, recruitment and alternate delivery of
instruction
Software development, banks, evaluation, versatility, commu-
nication, tmining and utilization
Minority, special, and new student populations
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Appendix

Problems identified at Phoenix College

.

.

.

l

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Lack of access to computem for mathematic and English classes during scheduled class times and
during opn Urnes by IndMdual students
Assessment scores are not easlly available for all classes
Lack of using placement scores in reading, English, or mathematics for advising/allowing students
into courses which require college level knowledge and skills ln these areas
Inappropriate stereotypes of faculty that they are not willing to do distant recruiUng, orientation,
testing, etc.
Students somettmes do not have access to text books because of lack of money
Students at risk of failing are not identified soon enough
Longitudinal xeaear& concern atUItion, student faIlms, ‘W’ gxade policy, higher tuiUon costs has
not been done or made available to depa&nents
Poor advising of underprepared minofity students into inappropriate and too dImcult courses
Lack of Indian recruitment, orientation, assessment and registration at distant out of town sites
Inadequate numbers of tutors to cover all dIsciplInes in the Learning Center
Computer literacy and computer usage is not available equitably to all disciplines and classes
Inadequate prov for getting some ficulty to rethink and change their attitude toward the type of
students we now have to seme and realize that %_mking them W is not product&e for anyone
AdverUsing, stat&g, and student use of LeamIng Center services are not optimized
Phoenix College is not adequately or electively advertised such that it is highly visible and utilized by
the Valley community
Financial Aid OffIce has students fill out same forms two or more times: loses informaUon: has
students flll out wrong forms: l-es records showing that forms were completed and ffled which results
in students being told they have never applied: poor organization InstrucUons, IllIng, and knowledge by
workers ln the offlce: always assuming and telling students that the students are wrong or did not fill
out and turn in forms: negative attitudes reflected In the treatment of students
Absence of any tracking of students who take developmental reading, English, and mathematics
courses to evaluate If these courses actually lead to success in subsequent courses and in completing
2-4 years of college
Inadequate continuing professional dmelopment of faculty regarding textbook selection, course
design and planning, student CharacterisUcs, skill analysis, writing for learning, TAC, grading, test
construction, advising, Interpersonal relationships with students, etc.

Solutions suggested at Phoenix College

.

.

.

.

.

.

*

.

*

.

.

1

More peripheral computer labs for specIfIc discipline applicaUons, faculty programmlng, and student
use as per demand
Big screen projectors ln classmoms for instxucUon on how to use computers, software, or presentation
of course content, notes, outlInes, problems, tests, slides, demonstrations etc.
Implementation of campus or district wide networks ti that many difTerent kinds of computers and
terminals can use the same software to avoid having to create the same software application in many
diRerent languages
Creation, implementaUon, and continual evaluation and mod&ation of new recruitment programs for
Black, Hispanic, Indian and other minority students
Create orientation classes or workshops that effectively teach students how to research, read,
understand and plan their titure using college catalogs
Communicate new effective models to faculty and students that clearly relate attendance requirements
to grades and success in college
Design and Implement a posit&e training program for employees and student workers in l%xmcial
Atds and Admission and Records
Hire rnon minority employees so that students can xeadlly see that Phoenix College is a place for
minority faculty, sm, and students
Conduct a longitudinal research program to evaluate how time, tuition costs, and the ‘W grade change
policy have s&ted to student EtenUon and success
Provide useful student tracking information research results tailored to requests of specific
departments for program evaluaUon and design
Communicate to all faculty and staff that an emergency short-term student kxu-~ process for up to $100
presently ezdsts to help needy students purchase school supplies
Establish an innovative intervenuon program to ldenti@, evaluate, and help at risk students early in
the semester
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Create a humane program that monitors and actively helps Indian students from distant sites locate
in Phoenix and actually get started at Phoenix College, especially timely receipt of financial aid money
Increase the number of tutors, special equipment, services, and appropriate budget for the Learning
Center so that it can sear more at risk students and enhance their chance at success
Announce the availability of funds for faculty projects and the deadlines so that interested persons
have at least thme weeks time for pmmng and submitting
Budget for more equipment for handicapped students and increased staff for the Learning Center
lnstltute a training or awareness program for all SW to encourage more positive interpersonal
relationships, raise our level of social consciousness, facilitate communication and respect of each
other, and increase our knowledge, sensitivity, empathy, and dedication for helping our diver&led
student population
Expand ‘lYaMng Setices to each campus by establishing a ‘IYalning Setices Room for group or
individual training, establish a TYainer on each campus so that stafT will have mono immediate access
to indtvidual help and technical support
Create a network of instructor so they can observe and learn new or Merent effective ways of
teaching, not to formally evaluate
Employ alternate delivery of courses to I.~CIV~W the retention and success of students who need
tutoring, review, or study skill building by offering varying numbexs of sessions/week example is
prepared students meet 3 sessions/week for 3 credit hours and at risk students meet 5 sessions/week
for 3 credit hours

Problems identified by Native Americcan students at Phoenix College

l Too few NaUve American Indian faculty and stafT
l Current day care facilities are limited to 3-7 year-olds
l No o&ial absence policy of excused absences for Native American Indian ceremonies, whose dates

vary from tribe to tribe
l Housing facilities near Phoenix College are limited and often difficult to acquire
l Instructors do not understand and are not sensitive to grammar and pronunciation problems facing

NAI students who have lived in tribal environments

Solutions suggested by Native American students at Phoenix College

l Recruit and hire more NAIs as faculty
l Have more NAI tutors in the Learning Center to help NAI students
l Provide NAI “mentors” that can advise, support, and guide NAI students throughout the entire school

year
l Provide college awareness and orientation programs for freshman NAI students in reservation high

schools
l Expand the day care facilities in terms of hours of opexation and facilities/setices/statT for children

under 3 years of age
. Institute a policy regarding of%%l excused absences for NAI students who participate in religious

tribal ceremonies
l Create a NAI dorm or apartment complex that is close to campus
l Institute a training program for faculty and staff to increase their awareness of and sensitivity to NAI

students.
l Design and implement college prom changes that actually help change the status quo and

represent real action, not just pity, talk and data gathering
l Create and offer classes in NAI studies such as hlstory, language, culture to help all students acquire a

more accurate understanding and appreciation of NAI tribes, ceremonies, traditions, etc.
l Create and offer classes in NAI literature, prose, history, folklore, stomlling to help NAI students

ident@ both with their heritage and the college, and to provide all student groups access to valid
knowledge about NAls

Problems identified by PSY 240 students at Phoenix College

l Student security personnel working in the parking lots anz rude to students and not helpful in
providing useful information about parking poIicies or location of the security of&t3

l Parking lot lighting is too dim, especially in the f&r areas of the south parking lot
l Advisors do not provide correct information about University program requinzments
l Some college employees are rude or not helpfd to students who ask for advice or directions
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l Some mathematics instructors are not understanding or helpful toward students who have been
absent because of flhxas with respect to making up work or tests

l No advisement or registraUon was allowed during the two days of campus or district employee
meetings

l No honom program, classes, and scholarship awards am available to students taking night classes

l Institute a traming progmm to encourage faculty and stati to be positive, helpful, pleasant, respectful.
and humane to students

l Design, staff, and impkment an Advisement Center that is available to students at all times that the
campus is open

l Extend the Honors Program to students taking night classes as there am many qualifkd, motivated,
and needy students who can only attend classes during the evening hours

Problems identitii by Black students at Phoenix College

l Orientation of high school students before their senior year and their parents is too limited and and
not effective as it should be

Solutions suggested by Black students at Phoenix College

l Implement orientation programs for minorities in high schools that are designed for freshman thru
senior students; inform them in detail about tkmncial sid programs and the procedures that they will
have to go through to obtain aid; inform students of the varied programs of study that are available:
inform students of the short and long term benetks of attending college: help them understand that
college is for everyone, not just the rich or highly intelligent: utilize counselors and recent graduates
give out orientation materials and explain them to the students.

. Develop an orientation program for the parents of high school students that contains most of the same
information suggested for deltvery to students in all grades in high school

Problems identiiied at Gateway Community College and District Office

l Faculty have been denied personal computers which prevents their access to learning and using
software relevant to their discipline and professional functioning

l Students are not allowed necessaxy access to computers
l DiagnosUc Imaging Program does not have up-to-date PACS hardware, software, and phone line

system appropriate for teaching current state of the art skills
l The financial procedures required to process invoices and petty cash vouchers are too complicated,

inefficient, confusing, antiquated, and costly
l There is way too much manusl (precomputer) multiple paper pushing, getting signatures, running

around from o&e to office, etc. to finally have another person enter the financial transaction into the
computer budget system at a terminal

Solutions suggested at Galeway Community College and District Office

l Institute a district wide policy that all full time faculty will have Al ln their o&es if they desire it
l Institute a program and policy so that all students have equitable access to computer facilities and

usage
l Establish a program for loaning out computers/modems to students and faculty for use at home for

specified time periods
l Install a modem computer budgeting and fhrancial reporting system that provides e&lent, timely,

comprehenstve, and understandable Worn&ion to all users
l Design and implement a new appropriate financial procurement process that makes use of existing

computer system so that unnecessary paper work, fmtwork, multiple signatures, and time delays are
reduced

l Create classrooms of the future with “learning walls” containing various kinds of video monltors and
computer control to allow convenient and varied presentation of ditlerent kinds of information and
demonstrations
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Problems ideniitied at South Mountain Community College

l The staff are not adequately trained to know how to be effective representatives for attracting students
l Not enough full-time faculty teaching night classes
l No weekend classes for people who cannot attend during the day or evening class times
l Limited hours of access to computer labs for CAI courses and general computer usage
l Evaluation of part-time faculty is not consistent in the MCC District
l Inadequate partig and lighting for students taking night classes

Solutions suggested at Sauth Mountain Cammunity College

l Use video co~emxes to be abk to offer the same course at multiple locations to avoid canceling
classes with low enrolhnent and loeing students to other campuses or totally

l Design and impkment a program tn train staff to effectively attract and nxruit new students
l Re-assess the role of the Admissions Office with the possibility that the st& be trained as Admissions

Advisors, not just technicians, in order to provide more advisement sen&es to students when they
register, and to also do off-campus recruiting

l TYain and employ MCC students as recruiters at feeder high schools
l Offer weekend classes and student setices
l Budget and arrange for computer facilities to be open more hours/day

Problems idenfified af Paradise Valley Community College Center

l Faculty who have joined the “writing acmss the curriculum” movement experience a signiilcant
increase in their workload without any incentive to continue assigning and reading lengthy written
assignments

l Late registration and drop/add are continuing to occur after the start of classes which requires a lot of
unnecessary work and delays the functional beginning of class for many students: students who are
a.llowed to start 2 or more class periods late are handicapped for doing their best and completing the
course

l Lack of needed computer access to ASU and other state universities for easy up-to-date information
about degree requirements for all major programs of study, which limits the orientation and advising of
future transfer students

Solutions suggested at Paradise Valley Community College Center

l Fridays could be resected for 1 day/week 3 hour classes and also for committee meetings
l Use student-instructor computer word processing network for writing assignments in English classes

to provide faster fedback while mugh drafts, etc. are being developed by students, rather than waiting
to gtve feedback only atIer the fInal hard copy is completed

l Create computer networks so that instructors can view and comment on assignments between
successive class periods

l Provide instructors with computem and modem access from their of&es and home to computer
networks used by students so that instructors csn give &tter and more timely feedback in terms of
instrucUon, grades and comments on class assignments:.

l Locate electronic student informaUon Kiosks at several strategic 1ocaUons to announce registraUon
information, events, student awards, penxmal emergency announcements, etc.

l Create computer access to all state universiUes for the most current information regarding
application, transfer, course equivalency status, and degree requirements for sll major programs of
study: this would greatly enhance the orientation of advisement of MCC students who plan to transfer
to 4-year schools in the Mure

Problems ldentitied at Rio Salado Community College

l Developmental training for faculiy is limited, inconvenient, and lacks administmttve support and
reward for participation

l Phone registration is too limited because it has not been integrated with -sting computer technoloa
to immediately check placement test scores, prerequisites, etc.

l EMsting computer technology does not permit access to class schedule informauon between campus
locations.
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l District philosophy, policy, and class scheduling does not effectively serve students who have limited
access because of time and/or distance factors

l Many students am prevented access to completion of degree or certificate programs because they
reside and work at distant locations in the valley and required courses are not accessible

l There is not enough integration of computer software with course goals, competencies, and textbooks:
not enough soitware directly aligned with the teaching process: faculty need to carefully select and/or
create software that matches course objectives and has as much versatility as possible for multiple
use by several courses if possible

Solutions suggested at Rio Satado Community College

l Create more open and less formal lines of communication for all faculty, staff and students to
appropriate high level administrators

l Provide devebpmental training for faculty, staff and administration on how to think broader and more
efficiently about what we plan and want to do in our specific departments and courses

l Provide computer administered, scored, and interpreted placement tests and use existing technology
to make results available between campus locations

l Use computer technology to impkment a complete phone registration program so
l Implement an integrated computer phone registration program which checks placement test scores,

prerequisites, etc. so that students can register for any courses being offered
l Permit and utilize more tlexible and creative schedultng of classes, such as variable monthly starting

dates, days, hours/session similar to that employed by non-traditional universities (NOVA) and
Arizona univemities for extension courses at distant sites

l Develop new training for staff on how to effectively recruit various unique student populations, such as
ESL, GED, minority, and socially diseniianchised students

Problems identitied at Glendale Community College

l Early closing of classes during the registration period which results in elimination of classes that “at
risk students’ need in order to succeed

l Poor or minimal communication between departments: each department schedules classes without
regard to how it may impact other departments and students

Solutions suggested at Glendale Community College

l Allow more time during the registration period for classes to fill before closing sections of classes that
“at risk students” need in order to succeed

l Provide a better advisement procedure of “at risk studenW
l I-We an additional staff person for the Testing Center and an additional staff person for the Learning

Assistance Center
l Improve communication between departments so that more coordinated functioning with less

negative impact wffl occur: integrated scheduling of classes so that class conflicts can be avoided
l Create and implement a program to provide more effective, enthusiastic, and tealistic advisement so

that students will be better able to plan and successfully attain appropriate educational and career
goals

Problems identified at Scottsdale Community College

l Occurrence of a legal holiday on the Monday of the first week of classes in the Fall (Labor Day) or
Sprtng (Martin Luther King Day) Semesters creates multiple problems of attendance, success, and
accountability

l Many students have low or inappropriate motivations for attending and being successful in college
l Many students lack basic skills for success in any discipline that requires college level reading,

English or mathematics skills
l Textbook readability may often be as much as 2 levels above the student’s reading level which

increases their risk of failure
l Continuing students who work off-campus may receive only partial financial aid awards because they

can not take a “full 12-hot.& academic load
l Inadequate program or process for motivating and rewarding faculty for excellent teaching,

innovation. or professional developmental training
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Solutions suggested at Scattsdale Community College

Advisement process needs to be more comprehensive, involve developmental training of all advisors,
and employ technok~gy for tracking, periodic grade reporting, and intervenUon
Create faculty dtscussion groups like the EXcellence Team or Rouche Study Group to identify problems
and potential soh.tUons regarding issues of access, retenUon, at risk students, advisement, etc.
Use StaU Development Programs to encourage more faculty to become aware of the many factors that
affect the success of our students and ways that can potentially overcome some of the problems, such
as textbook readability, testing, attendance, etc.
Create a more realistic definition of full-time academic load for fhmncial aid awards which takes into
account a students off-campus working hour obligaUons, so that students who must work can qualify
for full-time financial aid awards without having to register for 12 credit hours

Problems identified at Mesa Community College

l We are too limited in the ways that courses are taught (lecture and discussion, tradiUonal labs) which
do not seme students well who have different cognitive styles or learning problems that restrict their
access to the informaUon

l Visually, aurally, and other handicapped students who are not able to do traditional laboratory work
are faced with additional frustrations or prevented access completely

l Much time and effort is utilized in Unding specifk limited informaUon from our libraries because they
lack modem computer faciltties and organtzatton: user must rely on tradiUonal library skills of
manually looking and walking and writing:

Solutions suggested at Mesa Community College

Design and equip classrooms and learning labs with current state-of- the-art technology so that
course course material can be presented in a variety of ways to match ditferent cognitive styles of
students: provide multiple ways for students to learn
Utilize technology to specifically provide easier access for handicapped and culturally unique students
to course materials, especially traditional labomtory classes that require hands-on experience with
actual live or dead animals, chemicals, etc.
Convert our libraries to information banks with comprehensive data be searching faciliues,
Revise the computer literacy requirement so that it teaches useful process skills in education,

Problems identified at Chandler/Gilbert Community College Center

Managers and administrators too often lack periodic actual contact with students
Too many managers and administrators are hired who have no educaUon, experience, and/or Interest
in teaching which results in their not being student-oriented managers who are sensitive to both
student and faculty needs
Academic advisement is too often absent, erroneous, incomplete, confusing, not tracked, and not
evaluated
MCCD Training Services are not offering enough educaUon to faculty for improving teaching and
learning
Lack of campus-based or community endowed student financial aid to help students during their first
semester: the present dependence on fderal aid programs often results in a cycle such that a student
decides in August to attend college, registers, applies for financial aid, obtains a campus deferment for
tuiUon and fees, begins classes without books, supplies and gas money, with the final result being the
student is not prepared in class, does poorly, and/or drops out
The readability of federal l%mncial aid forms is too difficult and confusing for most students, which
requires that students need a lot of support and help in order to complete the forms correctly and on
time
Some students are prevented access to tradiuonal courses because they have emoUonal or religious
barriers to working with real live or dead animals or chemicals
Library lacks su&ient electronic access and duplicauon of specific information without having to
search and retrieve an entire book, journal or document
Lack of computer netiorks to provide accurate and convenient access to 1ocaUon and availability of
library materials throughout the entire Valley
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Solutions suggested at Chandler/Gilbert CommunHy College Center

l Hire managers and admintstratom who have teaching backgrounds, experience, and/or an interest in
teachtng to fixilitate such persons being student-oriented: have all managers and admtnistrators
teach at least one class per year so that they will have some actual periodic contact wtth students and
have the opportuntty to become more sensitive to student needs, concerns, problems, abilities, etc.

l All campuses should pmvide developmental training about financial aid resources and pmcesses to
all admtnistrators, faculty, and staff to impmve advisement, access, zxruitment and retention

l Provide comprehensive library electronic search, retrieval and duplication of limited specific
information tirn books, journals, encyclopedias, documents, etc.

l Design and offer short-term (brie!) CAI or other types of modules for remedial courses in English,
reading and mathematics

l Create and make available effecttve study skills and poa1tive student motivation and mle classes or
workshops to Improve student attitudes and behavlom necessary for success at learning In college:
and evaluate such programs so that they can be modified in order to be valtd (effective) intervention
services (programs)
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Library/Learning Resource Center of the Future

We would hope that the technology of the future
library would encompass the full richness of
human light, that it would erase boundaries and
leave no culture isolated beneath shadows of
ignorance, prejudice and neglect. We see the
student of tomorrow as a person with a truly
global sense of human heritage: indeed, this
student should live, will live, at the touch of a
fingertip, within the vast accomplishments of the
human spirit. If, as Byron said, “travel is the best
education,” the library of the future will greatly
free ideas of the limitations of time and space.
The librav of the future, to fulfill its potential,
should be a project of international concept: it
should offer each and every student a place at the
table of human thought and experience. Again, in
my own field, language will be an ever more
useful tool for the discovery of lmowledge and of
brotherhood, and the poetry of human thought
wfll better suxvive and grow, given the full breath
of technology.

Marie-France Ryan - French Faculty, SCC

lntrociuction

Student achievement lies at the core of every effort that we
propose. In order to be successful, we must keep in mind that
what we want the student to achieve is to learn how to learn,
and since not all leam by the same method, a variety of high
technolom tools representing the different learning methods and
styles should be available.

The following report is a sumrna~~ of the hundreds of hours of
participation by more than thirty members of MCCD. Due to
the requested brevity of the report, there is a detailed ffle, which
is not included, but which is available upon request, containing
the problems identified and discussed. Possible solutions are
noted, in addition to the logic and reasoning concerning each of
the items. We feel very fortunate that the task force represented
administration, faculty, staff, and student services.

In the beginning, there was apprehension about discussing the
future of technology as it applies to the Lib/LFK! of the future.
However, there are some constants for today and for the future:

Comments
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Comments

one, that a library functions as a central repository of knowl-
edge: second, people will be able to retrieve vast resources of
information at the touch of a finger.

The Library/LRC of the future must continue to support the
colleges’ mission of actively reaching out to the community that
cuts across all generations in the lifelong learning process.

This task force recommends that this report be viewed as the
catalyst for an ongoing project to review, edit, adapt, adopt, and
help shape and nurture the vision and the future of high tech-
nology for the use of our library patrons.

The purpose of this report is not to set priorities: therefore, the
order in which items appear is not indicative of the committee’s
preferences.

The following three areas have been the focus of our task force:

1. Databases.

2. library/lRC fundamentals for the future.

3. Archiiectural design of the lib/lRC of the future.

Databases

A subcommittee on databases comprised of nonlibrarians was
formed to Tonduct an in-house survey on what is currently
available and to explore faculty awareness of databases.

What an evaluation of databases demonstrates most clearly is
that electronic databases will become absolutely essential in the
library of the future. They are ah-eady an important part of any
college library, and their importance can be expected to Increase
steadily with the conttnued development of infoxmation systems.
They will not be alternatives: they will be necessities. In the
community colleges, our obligation to our students will come to
include preparing them for use of electronic databases in their
future academic work. Moreover, the obligation of faculty to
keep abreast of developments in their disciplines will Izquire the
use of electronic databases. At the same time, the present
extreme costliness of databases, the fact that lnfonnation
systems are now in a state of rapid evolution, and the need to
integrate multiple facets of a total library system, necessitate
extreme care in the selection of databases. Because students
need fairly simple access to popular magazines, while faculty
need more sophisticated access to scholarly literature, balanc-
ing these divergent needs becomes a crucial task.
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Disregarding cost, the five main criteria for evaluating databases
are ease of use, capacity of the base and nature of the data,
timeliness of the data, useability of results and access. The
relative importance of these criteria shifts according to the user’s
needs.

For students, ease of use, useability of results and access are
paramount: students need databases that incorporate on-screen
tutorials and help-screens, and that feature easy means of
tailoring a search. The faculty’s expectations of the level of work
required of students vary, but it is probably safe to say that
most community coIlege faculty do not expect students in lower
division courses to conduct searches of scholarly professional
journals. Popular literature is more likely to be utilized. In
some areas extreme currency is also not of crucial importance,
although students need to made aware of and trained in access-
ing current material. In other areas, such as medical (nursing)
fields, students need to be carefully trained in current access
methods and resources.

CD Rom databases, such as WilsonDisc, are being introduced
and used in some MCCD libraries. WilsonDisc is easy for stu-
dents to use, indexes an extensive number of sources, and
includes valuable abstracts. An important consideration is that
students need access to the magazines that are indexed on the
database, especially if abstracts are not available. Student
response to WilsonDisc has been enthusiastic. Infotrac is also
being introduced and used at other libraries.

CD ROM, however, generally does not provide enough access
points for the large and growing number of students at all of our
libraries. Some library committees have requested the loading of
student oriented databases such as the Wilson databases, as
has been done by ASU, to networked disk drives using the same
software that students currently are using to access the online
book catalog. This accomplishes the following:

l it makes the databases avaiIable at nearly 2,000 terminals
throughout MCCD

l it eliminates the need to teach yet another searching strategy
l databases are accessible when library is physically closed

Nationwide faculty sumeys show that what faculty want most is
access to library databases from their offices. Although ease of
use remains a significant factor, access to scholarly journals and
abflity to manipulate the search become more important. Cur-
rency of data is more significant for faculty. For these reasons
dial-up online databases need to be available for faculty. Fac-
ulty need citations and abstracts from scholarly journals, and it
is preferable that the user have the choice of calling up the
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abstract or not. Ideally, full texts of articles should be available
at the user’s choice. Faculty who have been able to use serv-
ices, such as Dialog, have responded favorably, primarily be-
cause it oKers timely access to scholarly journals. Care must
taken in planning for dial-up access, however, as this involves
the use of operational funds as opposed to capital funds. CD
ROM databases, available through the existing Ethernet net-
work, are an additional possibility.

Because use of electronic databases is still new and because
many faculty have not become familiar with databases, the
process of selecting types of systems and choosing specific
databases should include the education and a survey of faculty
to discover their interests, needs and expected uses. However,
it is important to remember that, as with any technology, fac-
ulty who have never used electronic databases may not express
interest and may not be able to foresee applications for their
courses or their own research. Whatever databases are chosen,
it will be imperative to oKer training for both faculty and stu-
dents. Once faculty have had an opportunity to experiment
with electronic databases, their use will become more Inviting.

The subcommittee was able to evaluate WilsonDisc, a CD mm
index of popular magazines: Dialog, an online indexes of schol-
arly journals, Magazine Index, an on-line index of popular
magazines, NewsBank, and a CD Rom index of newspapers.
Before an informed choice can be made, more databases and a
variety of access methods from various locations should be
evaluated.

As one of the nonlibrarian members of this subcommittee
suggested, decisions on the databases should be made by our
professional librarians since they know more about costs,
vendors, demand, usage, etc., but faculty of representative
disciplines should be kept on a committee such as this one.
This will benefit all concerned.

Future Fundamentals

The following list is compfled from input from faculty, librarians
and administrators throughout the Colleges. It is organized in
two sections: Now / Later and Future.

Now/later refers to those items which are currently in place or
have, in some form been started, but require considerable
augmentation and future support. Within the spectrum of
participants’ philosophies, there was one phflosophy which
cried out for the maintenance and augmentation of traditional
services. Some traditional services, however, such as document

0R.

0R

0R

0%_
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delivery, will predictably evolve and transform to include sys-
tems and services of which have barely been thought .

Document delivery/lrw5tional services
l Increased collections
l Greater periodical/newspaper access
l Increased/improved document delivery from external

sources
l Online/full text document delivery
l Gnline access to or@nal (perhaps uupublbhedl material

Hardware/Network/System Resources -
Increased dial in access to MCCD
External networking or dial out access to external sources
(e.g.,. transparent interface with ASU Library System)
Sufficient ports, terminals, printers, accounts, comput-
ing/processiug sources, memory, storage, response
time, network for all students, faculty and staff
Classroom delivery systems
Maintenance support
Workstations
-designed for human tkctors
-windowing, cut/paste from original, internal and exter-
nal sources
-full audio, full motion video

Budgetary Commitment -
l Sufficient operational and capital support
l Human and technical support
l Acquisition and maintenance
l More funds for dial-up online searchiug

Resource management -
l AU MCCD resource@ online catalog, including labs and

departmental collections
l Assist Departments in manam information resources
l Include software

Human aspects/Training -
Asseshnent of st&ients* learning skills
Library instmction across the curriculum, from individual
to entire classroom
Stronger library role in teaching the use of systems and
Information access
Computer assisted instruction / online tutorials
Adequate st&fing to support systems

Future - refers to those items which are in the planning stages
and which we expect to see started, at least somewhere in the
District within the next two years. As mentioned above, they will
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Databases - there are currently thousands of information
retrieval databases which are relevant to the mission of the
Colleges. With the exception of the MCCD book database,
students, faculty and staff have limited access to databases.

Student access - due to our high volume of students and the
nature of their information needs, the loading of general
subject databases to shared districMde disk drives has
been planned. This will allow a high volume of multiple
simultaneous users throughout the network.

Colleges are also acquiring individual CD-ROMS for use on
single use stations which can be accessed from within the
librw when it is open.

Students wfll be able to personally enroll in a course online
and have the bill sent to them in the mail.

Faculty/student access
- Networked CD-ROM access for lower use specialized
subject databases which will allow access from anywhere in
the MCCD network, 24 hours/day.

* Access to instructor iuformation
- make appointments
- office hours / schedule
- midterm and final exams under proctored environment
- computer grading of tests, item analysis, etc.
- final grades electronically moved from faculty record to
student record

l College Bulletin Board
- information on College policies
- procedures
- calendar
- special events
- check enrollment status
- program plan (e.g.,. MAPS)
- review syllabi for courses

image
l automation of image management
l digitized Images
l high resolution

HypetiexVHypermedia

Internationalization/world Centers
l Global library within the reach of all patrons
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Ubrary/LRC infrastructure
Interfaces -

Cross disciplinaxy Usergroups with faculty and student
representation
Integration of disciplines
Faculty involvement in libraxy issues
High !School linkages
Lifelong learning
Focal point for workshops and seminars of community
interest

Architecture

Flexible is the adjective to be used with all the architectural
facilities of the Libra.xy/mC of the future. In designing the
library we must keep in mind the two main users of Library/LRC
: the patrons and the staf.T.

We strongly recommend that any future building, remodeling,
and modification of Librav/LFXC buflding be done only after
reading the research and findings of the file accmed by this task
force. There are some checklists that would eliminate many of
the problems that we have had in the past.

The physical design of the library should reflect aesthetically the
region where the college is located. It should reflect the haven
and refuge and light that all knowledge proffers. There should
be vitality about it in the form of live plants, windows that show
the sky as the limit. There should be a combination of natural
materials that belong to the earth, much as the human beings
do.

After studying and extensive body of published and unpublished
articles pertinent to our task and after an in-house survey of
what is presently avaflable and what is needed, the following list
reflects some of the most salient needs that must be met in
order for the library/I_RC to advance into the next century and
to emerge as the central network of knowledge facilitation and
still be part of the public domain.

In the future connectivity between the librav and the hi tech
center, labs and student seas will need to develop and bring
about new relationships of cooperation and integration.

1. All computing facilities need to be networked, especially
those from student workstations to online setices.

2. Proportionate number of workstations for students doing
research projects.

0x.
Who has these checklists?
How wiZ1 theg be dissemi-
nated?

0R

0R
&ist of 26 recommenda-
tlals fouow.~
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

Writing Program Computer facility should be networked
and part of the Library/LFXC

Optical Scannem should be centrally kxated.

An ongoing library lab to qrlment with the state of the
art technology as it appears.

Several multtme~ workstations for hypertext using
sound and video.

The Library/LRC should house non-print materials and a
facility to store and dM.ribute them in electronic forms..

Space should be provided for group study and group
projects.

Delineation of space should be flexible yet defined accord-
ir-g to the different learning styles.

Space should be available to accommodate videotape
library, software library, audio library, and print material
in digital form,

Space to accommodate interactive videodisc stations.

Communication ports at all workstations

Teleconferencing room

Sophisticated distribution of cabling should be flexible at
all times to accommodate future additions, modifications.

Carrels need to be merent than those that we have now
in order to accommodate the increasing number of lap
computers to be used in con@nction with other electronic
material. AU should include outlets.

Low-glans lighting is a must.

Systems furniture needs to be &dble.

Carpeting should be modular.

Walls need to be movable yet at the same time they should
be able to bear shelving.

Teaching library lab/classroom to instruct on an ongoing
basis.

0R
K&t of ~ecommenciations,
3-20.1
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2 1. Stations should be placed strategically throughout the
library to accommodate CAI Gnline tutorkls.

22. In the future, because of communication technology and
connectivity, there will need to be developed new relation-
ships of cooperation between the library and the hi tech
center .

23. The physical kxzation and proximity and flow among
media, learning assistance, learning resources, labs,
student services and hi tech center should be of utmost
lmportancz, especially since Improved coverage and better
hours could be gamed by leveraging physlcal and human
resources.

24. Mini-computer/word processing/typing facilities should be
housed In the library/LRC.

25. Noise management must be designed into the facility.

26. Security systems and design must be as sophisticated as
the equipment they are protecting.

The following is one person’s beautifully expressed vision of the
future offered to the group:

Narrative Contribution, Dr. Joyce Elsner, Administrative Dean,
GCC

As a place, it is open 24 hours a day, 352 days per year. It is
accessible on the campus, from the home, from the office. From
workstations, wherever a learner *ht be, data bases can be
accessed, original material can be called and reviewed, visuals
can be displayed, videos can be watched, and if appropriate,
sounds can be heard. I think of a student wanting to learn more
about the Grand Canyon. . . . who can search the databases, call
up the articles or chapters or abstracts, who can go on a visual
tour thru slides or video, all the while listening to the Grand
Canyon Suite (After all, we do want to engage both the right and
left brain in learnmg!)

If the student/faculty/learner is doing research to write a paper,
the learner would be able to wander thru the orlginal source
material, cut/paste/footnote easily into the document they were
building on a micro with a word processing program. Most the
print resoumes would now be available in electronic/digitized
form for technology access.

0R
(List of recommendations,
21-26.1
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In addition to the “traditional” library resources that would now
be available to students and staff, the same terminals would be
able to access a college bulletin board, from which they could
get info on college policies, prmedures, calendar, special events,
check thefr enrollment status, program plan (a la MAFW, review
the syllabus for the course(s) they are Wdng, check
assignment due dates, check availability of courses for the next
semester, find the course(s) they want to take, book it, and have
the bill sent in the mail with a specifkxl due date. They could
also leave notes for faculty members, book appointments with
them, check their schedule for of&e hours.

For many of their courses, the midterm and fmal exams could
be taken on-one line in a pnxtored environment. Faculty would
be able to have the computer ‘grade’ the tests, run it against the
scoring range determined by the faculty member, produce an
item analysis of the test for the faculty and faculty would be
able to record the grade for storage and final semester end
calculations. Final grades would move electronically from the
faculty file to the student record and students would be able to
check their final grades on-line or could waft for the grade card
in the mail.

This facility would also have access to uplink and downlink
facilities for the transmission and receipt of information. It
would also be the focal point for workshops and seminars on
community interest. With the technology ability, this new place
would be viewed by commumty residents as having a strong
outreach component as well as the traditional “come to us”
focus.... because people would have a choice of participating at
the site or from a distant location.

Because of its long, open hours, the facility would provide for
learners of all ages, including the children of adult learners.
While a research library might have nothing of interest for
children, a community college facility would have such things so
that the young people could build a comfort level with the
services, and also, possibly develop the comfort level with the
college as a whole and incorporate that feeling Into their overall
feelings about the possibility of college in their future.

Yes, training and retraining would be available for all who work
there. The staffing needs would be accommodate as a result of
the broader and more complex mission. The technical support
would be available. On most campuses today, the organiza-
tional movement is toward a helix of computer mces and
library services. By the time this ‘library’ is real, the organlza-
tional/reporUng/part.nership issues will have been resolved with
each formerly separate organizational unit now so intertwined
that they cannot remember the old pattern. The blending of
skills/interests/abilities/purpose will have occurred.
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Closing remarks:

Comments

This document is just a beginning. It is important that it not be
seen as a final compilation of tiput but as the start of the devel-
opment of a future vision for libraries, leaming resources,
learning assistance, learning technologies and student services.
A true vision of the future must be developed and built with
input and involvement from all users.
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Planning for Information Technologies Facilities
(DESIGNING COMPUTER FACILITIES)

Background and Need Statement
During the past four years, the Maricopa Community Colleges
have begun major Capital Development Programs that have
included massive construction/remodeling projects at each
college and at the district &ice. As these projects began, it
became evident that there was insufficient planning for voice,
data and video communications requirements in new and re-
modeled facilities. What has resulted, therefore, are buildings
with limited conduit systems, television production facilities with
insuf%cient ceiling heights to allow for lighting grids, rooms with
insufhcient electrical power to allow for the use of information
technology equipment, and significant number of telecommuni-
cations change orders to construction budgets to add voice/data
cabling not included in the original budget requests.

After four years, we have come to know the basic voice/data/
video cabling requirements that must be included in all new
construction projects and all major remodeling projects. We
have also come to appreciate other areas of facilities plannfng
where there are not the clear cut standards that exist in the area
of cabling.

The Ocotillo F&search/Action group assigned to assess “Plan-
ning for Information Technologies Facilities” has, therefore,
divided itself into several subgroups to examine the following
topics:

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Technical specifications/standards for voice, data and video
communications cabling and cable plants
Ergonomics
Engineering and environmental concerns
Hardware security systems
Voice/data/video presentation systems

Questions and Answers:

As the Research/Action group met during the 1988-89 academic
year, the various subgroups mentioned above worked to develop
and then to answer the following questions. The iI.rst question
deals with specifications and standards that have been estab-
lished through the work of the Telecommunications Improve-
ment Project and can be easily followed by college personnel and
planning department staff. The other questions, however,
cannot be as fully addressed because the planned use of indfvid-
ual rooms and/or buildings at each college must be taken into

Comments
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consideration when the subjects of ergonotics, environmental
issues, security and presentations systems are discussed.

It must also be noted that this report can in no way be viewed
as complete because spec&ations/standards are constantly
changing or evolving as hardware and software apphcations
change and evolve. ‘Ihis ResearchlAction group must continue
to function as an updating group to continue addressing the
following questions.

Question 1: What standards err&t/should exist for voice/data/
video cable plant facilities?

Answer: There are several cxtsting standards that must be
followed throughout the Marlcopa District as new buildings are
constructed, as buildings are remodeled, and as voice/data/
video networks are expanded. These specifications/standards
are as follows:

Cable Plant Standards

1. Baseband/Ethernet
a, Standard (thick wire)Baseband Ethernet Cabling:

1) A single cable segment can be up to 500 meters
(1640 ft)

2) Multiple cable segments can be linked together with
barrel cormectors. A maxlmum of 100 transceivers
fH4OOO)can be used on standard Ethernet cable seg-
ment. A repeater or brfdge connects segments of
Ethernet coaxial cable, creating larger local area
network.

b. ThinWire Baseband Ethernet Cabling:
1) ThinWire Ethernet cabling runs using BNC connec-
tors can be up to 185 meters (600 ft) and are con-
nected to thick wire segments via a DEMPR

c. Specification details on Ethernet can be obtained from:
1) Systems Manager at Infoxmation Technologies Serv-
Ices UTS)

21 Account Executive at Digital Equipment Corporation
fDIX1

3) Documentation such as “Networks and Communica-
tions Buyer’s Guide” from DEC.

d. A network configuration map has been developed and
is included at the end of this report.

e.Gther local area networks (LANs) which may be connected
to Ethernet

11 AppleTalk
213Com
31 Novell

l?mugh whatprocess do we
eqm-iment to know when a
standard should be changed?
Who changes it? Whopays
for the change?
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2. Tl/DSl

Comments

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

Description of the current intercollege microwave net-
work:

At the present time there are 12 Tl/DSl links between
GCC, PC, FEXX, PVCC and the relay point at Shaw
Butte. There are also 12 Tl/DSl links between SCC,
CGCCC, SMCC and the relay point at MCC. There are
28 Tl/DSl links between Shaw Butte, MCC and the
District Of&e/GWCC location. (See microwave network
configuration map).
Voice Connections to Tl
A Tl interface between the NEC NEAX 2400s and the
digitaI microwave system is responsible for carrying
voice traffic among the college locations. The interface
is accomplished through use of Tl cards in the NEAX’s
themselves.
Data Connections to Tl,
A CSU/DSU is connected to VitaLink bridge serves as
an interface between the computing systems at each
location and the microwave transmission system.
Video Connections to Tl.
Work is currently underway to develop specifications for
connecting video devices to the Tl channels.
Specification details are available from ITS personnel as
well as from US West Information Systems and SanBar
Corporation. NEC America is the source for information
regarding video connectivity.

3. Coaxial-based Broadband
a. Cable specifications for the broadband system are con-

b.

C.

d.

e.

tained in the Telecommunications request for proposal
RFPJ.
Headend specifications are being developed at the
present time by a subcommittee of the districtwide
Telecommunications Users Group in conjunction with
outside consultants.
Drop specifications for video jacks are contained in the
Telecommunications WP.
Frequency allocations have been addressed to a certain
extent by Chandler Gilbert Community College Center
and Phoenix College. This issue is also being explored
by a subcommittee of the districtwide Telecommunica-
tions Users Group.
During the installation of cable plant for the Telecom-
munications Improvement Project, discussions were
held regarding the possibility of using the co&al based
broadband network for data transmission among build-
ings at the colleges. These discussions culminated in
decision to resewe the broadband system for video
communications because of the cost of data connecting
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devices for broadband and because of the maintenance
required on broadband systems used for data commu-
nications purposes.

NOTE: Specifications details for (1) twisted pair wire and (2) pin
outs/connectors/termination devices were not included in this
report in order to conserve space. Information concerning
topics in the foIAow&g outline can be obtained from ITS.

4. Twisted Pair
a. Jacks and wire usage

b.

C.

d.
e.

f.

1) Main “a” and *b’jacks
21 use of spale pair(s)
Cross-Connects
1) Standards for connections to NEAX 2400

al DtermV
b) Dterm II
cl Data modules
d) Trunk FX, Tl, WATTS, and other services

2) Standards for connections to DEC Terminal Servers
al DECServer 100’s
bl DECSeiver 200’s
cl DECSewer 500’s

3) Wire color
al Digital telephone
bl Analog telephone
cl runk and carrier
dl Subclosets

4) Size of voice cabling for each individual building
should be based upon ratio of 3.36 pair/jack leaving
the building and connecting to the Main Distribution
Frame (MDF) at the location.

Documentation standards
AppleTalk
Reference Documents
1) PhoneNet Users Guide
21 Telecommunications Improvement Project RFP
Recommended vendors

5. Pin Outs/Connectors/Termination Devices

E:
C.
d.

:*
g*
h.
i.

Terminal hoods
Macintosh connectors
Data modules
Serial connectors for MS-DOS machines
Data adapters
Printers parape serial
AppleTalk devjces (PhoneNet, CompuNet, ModuNetl
Reference Documents
Recommended vendors
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6. Entrance Facilities/Outside Plant Conduits

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

Telco entrance facilities are required to bring twisted pair
from the Central Office to the college location for voice/
data communications This requires a minimum of one
4" conduit for copper entrance facilities from the Main
Distribution Frame to the US West Communications
point of presence. A minimum  of a 300 pair cable should
be installed for each new college location.
A separate 3” entrance conduit should be installed for
fiber cable from the US West Communications point of
presence to an identified interfaces(s) for voice, video or
data communications.
Building entrance facilities, for the exclusive use of voice,
data and video communications, must be provided. A
minimum of three 4” conduits for voice/data/video
communications and minimum of three 3” conduits for
other uses should be planned for each new building.
This will provide sufficient conduit for voice, data, video,
intercom, fire alarm, etc., but does not include conduit
for basic electrical feeds. All conduit shall be equipped
with mule tapes to ease installation of new cable.
Fiber optic cabling should be contained within innerduct
to provide protection and to maximize the use of conduit
space.
The Main Distribution Point at each location should have
a minimum of six 4” conduits leaving the building for
voice/data/video communications. This assumes there
will be no more than two major routes leaving the main
distribution area, each containing major conduit for
voice, video and data cabling. An innerduct should be
included in at least one of the 4” conduits on each route.

7. Conduit within Buildings
a.

b.

Size of conduit to individual voice/data jacks shah be 3/
4".

All internal conduits for voice/data/video communica-
tions shall be home runs from the jack back to the
appropriate distribution point. Each conduit should be
installed with pull strings.

c. Size of conduit to video drops shall be 3/4".
d. Junction box specifications (see Telecommunications

RFP) including face plate specifications and height of
jack locations.
1) Voice/data
2) Video

e. Conduits for electrical outlets should be placed in close
proximity to the conduits for voice/data/video commu-
nications.

f. Teflon coated wire must be used when it is exposed in
plenum spaces (air return).
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8. Relationship of voice/data/video communications to electri-
cal environment.

a. Shared facilities
1)  Voice/data/video communications systems that are

placed in the same trenches as electrical wiring
must be isolated from the electrical systems.

b. Grounding
1) Proper grounding must be provided at each building
2) Consistent grounding must be provided among
buildings on campus
3) Grounding in the Computer Room/Network infor-

mation center must be checked on a regular basis
to insure integrity of all systems connected to the
ground.

9. Wiring Closets
a. Main Distribution Point

Physical layout of the main distribution frame,
including cross connects, blocks, etc.
elationship of voice to data and voice/data to micro-
wave
Length of cable runs to satellite distribution points
Environmental requirements
Wire color-coding
a) voice
b) AppleTalk
c) Line driver
d) Ethernet
e) Other devices

b. Satellite Distribution Points
1) Building distribution frame (BDF)
2) Intermediate distribution frame (IDF)
3)  Length of cable runs to jack locations, voice, video

and data,
4) Environmental requirements

c. Separation of voice/data/video wiring closets from electri-
cal and/or housekeeping closets and mechanical
rooms.

Question 2: What are the ergonomic issues that must be
addressed in new/remodeled or existing facilities?

Answer: There are many areas that must be taken into consid-
eration for the health, safety, comfort and productivity of staff
and students. The Research/Action Group has compiled infor-
mation in the form of articles, publications, vendor information
and even legal documents on the following ergonomic issues.
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A. Lighting/vision
B. Air circulation
c. Acoustics

1. Boom acoustics
2. Acoustic Devices

D. VDT emissions
E. Furniture

1. Workstation design
a) square footage /workstations
b) number of workstations per square foot

2. Chairs
3. Shelving/storage
4. Accessories

F. Wall surfaces
1, Color
2. Texture

G. Floor coverings
1. Color
2. Texture

H. Health considerations

Question 3: What engineernrg/environmental concerns must
be addressed in the construction/remodeling of technolom fa-
cilities?

Answer: Again, the Research/Action Committee has compiled
vendor information, recommendations and articles on the follow-
ing topics:

A. Airborne contamination
B. Power Distribution Units (PDU)
C. Unintemptible Power Supplies [UPS)
D. Air handlers for temperature humidity control
E. Flaring systems
F. Fire suppression (halon)
G. Static suppression
H. Site selection preparation
I. Network center design
J. Electromagnetic interference

Question 4: What types of hardware security systems should
be utilized?

Answer: Information has been gathered on the following types
of security systems:

A PC based Security System (cannot locate system which run
0naVAK)

B. Uninterruptible Power Supphes for security systems CPUs
C. Card Access/Keypad Based Systems
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D. Electric Door Lock Mechanisms
E. Rf based security systems
F. Video monitoring systems
G. Retinal scan ID systems
H. Thumbprint ID systems

Question 6: What types of voice/data/video presentation
systems must be considered as facilities are built/remodeled/
re-equipped?

Answer: The Research/Action Committee was very concerned
that designers of new facilities take into consideration the
potential of using these facilities for video and audio teleconfer-
encing as well as for demonstrations of video, audio and data
communications. Therefore, information has been gathered on
the following:

A. Display qstems
1. NEC DM26W and DM3000 data monitors
2. NEC DPl200 data projection system
3. Kodak LC500 data projection systems
4. Mitsubishi 3700 data monitor

B. Audio teleconferencing
C Video teleconferencing

RECOMMENDATIONS

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

A set of cable plant facilities standards should be compiled
and disseminated in both hardcopy and electronic formats
to each college.

A “library” of reference materials/documents will be com-
piled and made available to college/district staff via the
data communications network using some type of optical
storage devices attached to the Ethernet.

An ergonomics workshop will be developed and scheduled
for district/college per-some1 to acquaint them with the
ergonomic issues and some potential solutions/ap-
proaches.

An individual/group of Individuals, composed of college
and district office ITS personnel should be established to
revlew all construction/remodeling plans to insure that re-
quirements for dealing with voice, data and video issues are
appropriately addressed.

Review sessions should be developed and held for such
districtwide groups as XTEC and CDEC to alert them to
overamhing issues including established standards.

Comment: Lets develop a
workstip for ustng these
materials tn wri!A.ng ‘Ied
Specs” and in reacting to the
ar-chttec~s desfgn.
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6.

7.

8.

A list of architects specializing in designing technology-
based facilities should be established and such vendors
should be given preference during any type of bidding
process for new construction or remodeling projects.

Because of the rapid changes in technology, the efforts to
establish standards and to deal with the consequences of
technology must be ongoing and should be viewed as being
primary responsibility of lTS in conjunction with dis-
trictwide groups such as the Telecommunications Coordi-
nators, the Computer Coordinators, College Computer/
Technology Committees, etc.

When any facility has as Its primary function, the use of
technology to serve staE/students, representative from ITS
shall be assigned to work directly with the appropriate
college/department to serve as liaison/advocate between
the college, the planning department and/or the architect to
insure that appropriate technology standards/considera-
tions are met,

0R

0R.

0x.
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Staying Current with Technological Change:
Implications for Internal Training and Development

A.

B,

Perspective: When the group first met at the All-Faculty
Convocation in January, we recognized that 7raimng” could
be defined in many ways. We realized that the questions
that we were asking revolved around two key items, first,
technology training for employees and second, bringing
technology into the classroom to enhance teaching.

Quesfions:

l How does technical employee training occur?

To answer this major question, all members have been
compiling a list of informal and formal training taking place
at each site. At the next meeting (April 12). the group will
finalize this list of site traimng.

l What technology is planned for the future at MCCCD?

Ron Bleed joined our group and related to us what he envi-
sions as the future for Maricopa. His sharing of technology
long-range planmng will contribute to future directions of
the group.

The following are unanswered quesfions:

l How can the findings of the group impact future traimng?

l What ktnd of trammg Is most effective?

l How can the district foster effective future training?

l What means can this group identify that would contribute to
the construction of the 1992 bond?

C. Recommendafions:

We have not met long enough to recommend anythmg at this
point. We hope to in the near future.

Comments
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Technology, learning Theory, and
Curriculum Restructuring

The Ocotillo Action F&search Group on Technology, Learning,
and Curriculum Redesign conducted several small group meet-
ings and teleconferences during the last year. Over 50 faculty
and administrators participated in discussions, This dialogue
led to the identification of common technology, learning/teach-
ing, and curriculum concerns. Many faculty were only able to
attend one of these meetings, others jojned us repeatedly as we
continued to explore the teaching and learning issues of a
technological era.

Our discussion throughout the year have led us on an interest-
ing journey of analysis and re-thinking. We did not find an-
swers, but we did discover recurring issues and questions.
Above all faculty are calling for support in exploration of possi-
bilities and the development of projects that focus on how to
integrate new approaches into their classrooms.

Reflections on leaching, learning,
and Technology

What we know about the nature of knowled@ tells us that the
content’s experts understanding of a body of knowledge may be
quite intuitive and not easily explained, consisting of the ways of
knowing or tmderstanding that an insider, an expert, would use
to ltnk the content. The structures and organizational schema
that students need to learn may be different from those that
practitioners use.

The history of science demonstrates #at knowledge is dynamic.
If we are going to treat knowledge as dynamic, then students
must develop useful knowledge structures so they can evaluate
information, relate it to their present knowledge, and construct
something new out of it.

Technology can enable this refocusing on building knowledge
structures- data perceived as meaning rather than facts. And
technology may dissolve the distinctions between fields, integrat-
ing studies by taking advantage of the natural overlap among
disciplines and thereby maldng learning goals more real.

What we know w learners -tells us that we
must focus instruction on knowledge integration versus memori-
zation of a body of knowledge-successful learners have schemas
that allow them to hook or anchor new information to existing
knowledge. We need to teach content structure and strategies
for application of knowledge rather than simply a specific body

Comments
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of content. Students need to be introduced to obvious, step-by-
step strategies which reveal the interconnectedness In a body of
knowledge. Students need to know something of the automatic
connections that somebody who lives in the field lmows.

What we know about s&&& tells us that their biggest prob-
lem stems from their view of the learning situation and their
role within it. Characteristic of these learners are (1) their
expectations about what learning is supposed to be- the gather-
ing of intact, fragmented bits of information, and (2) the uncon-
scious routines they use for accumulating this data. These
unconscious routlnes are often neither effective nor efficient.
Students need to learn how to learn.

What we know about w tells us that it is largely an
untapped resource for applying what we know about knowledge,
learning, and students. Those interested in v the
impact of the new technologies find an Intriguing but unde-
fmable situation. For mple, students who learn to write on a
word processor learn to think about writing in a different way-
less linear, more dynamic, less Yinished.” We know that the
product is changed by the process of using the technology. We
believe this provides a rationale for exploring ways technology
can jmpact other aspects of the teaching/learning process. We
would expect to find tndications for currfculum, as content is
affected by new possibilities; for teaching, as new methods call
for emphasis of the dynamtc nature of knowledge: Implications
for students skills, as new methods emphasize content struc-
ture and application of knowledge to relevant problems.

Reffections on the Future

What we believe is m will w with
knowledge taught as a dynamic versus static entity. Textbooks
lose their central position the sources of information for a
course with information being accessed via databases. Students
will access multiple sources of information and explore diverse
perspectives as they pick and choose resources needed to solve
a problem. No longer will faculty be restrfcted to a favorite
textbook that presents one author’s synthesis at one point in
time.

What we believe about sm is that they will have to shift
from collectors of information to analyzers of information.
Students will need to learn to explore data for meaning rather
than perceive data as the meaning. Student will need to learn
new fields by understanding the structure of the field and
manipulating data.

Students will have to shift from perceiving themselves as pas-
sive receivers of information to learning how to function as
active learners, to seek out, analyze, and purposefully acquire
mformation, and at the same time recognize and practice useful

Isn‘t tt a bit radical to talk
about not using textbooks?
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learning strategies. They will need to discover a personal con-
nection with learning and intrinsic rewards that make it mean-
ingful. They will need to become more aware of their own inter-
ests and needs and actively seek to meet them, engaging in
problem-solving as a routine approach.

They will need to evaluate their own skills and strategies realisti-
cally, understanding the demands technology makes of them.
They will need to expect to read, write, and compute adequately
and to take on individual challenges for learning. They will need
to set their own goals for college.

To improve their chances for success, students will need to learn
to take advantage of existing support services, including those
found in the current college structure ‘and those they create
themselves- taking responsibility for their own educational
behavior and seeking the help they need.

at we beliwe is #at the facultv role will shift. Faculty will
need to dwelop a view of teaching as helping (coaching, leading,
directingl students to observe and understand ideas, to general-
ize and modify theory, to accommodate emerging information
within existing structures. Howwer, giving up their roles as
givers of bowledge to become co-explorers and problem solvers
will be a difficult transition for many. Many will persist in
teaching lurowledge as static and resist a shift to teaching a
changing knowledge base.

Faculty will remain as the key orchestraters of the learning
environment. Expertise in the intemonnectedness of the ideas
and theories of their content domain will be the foundation for
teaching and learning. Thus, as Shuhnan has stated, those who
can do, and those who understand will teach.

What woeliwe is that l&molow will increasinglv be used as a
tool bv facultv and studen& It will be used to interfere with
students’ existing learning routine, to intervene in their learning
processes, so that we can orchestrate a restructuring of knowl-
edge. It will be a tool designed to help students analyze informa-
tion and link it to existing structures. It will be a tool for writ-
ing, thinking, computing, and communicating.

Access to higher education will require home access to technol-
ogy. On-line access to information will become an essential skill
and requirement for learning.

Guiding Questions for Exploring Change

What has emerged are questions we must address as we strive
to meet faculty and student needs in our emerging technological
environment. We have smd the key questions raised

Comments

The Where/How group also
mentions changing faculty
roles.
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over the course of the year which relate to the issues discussed
above.

1.

2.

How might technologies affect the ways courses are put
together- reorganizing lnformatlon~ blurrlng disciplines
distinctlon, providing alternative modes of presentation?

How might the technologies change the learning environ-
ment- time, place, schedule, teacher/student interactions,
student/student interactions?

The Faculty

1. What sk.tlls and/or knowledge would an instructor need to
use these technologies?

2. How could an instructor best become and remain current in
that technology?

3. How can instructors share expertise about technologies?

4. How can instructors be encouraged to create irmovative uses
of technology?

The Students

1.

2.

3.

4.

How could technologies provide alternate ways of learning?

How could technologies make students more independent
learners?

How might technologies provide the means and the impetus
for integrating discrete learning into more meaningful
concepts?

How might technologies affect the approaches and the
processes students use in learning- the way they deal with
information.

The Change Process

What we know abw chan& tells us that ” . . .single most impor-
tant factor in any change process is the people who will be most
affected by the change.” (Managing Change, p. 29) To be helpful
to faculty, we must provide the support they need when they
need it.

The issues here concern faculty perceptions of themselves and
their work. Many instructors are not comfortable with the new
technologies. They are only beginning to understand what the
possibilities are for developing and presenting material. They
continue to see their content as a prescribed body of inforrna-
tion and students as receivers of that information. These people
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need a way to discover the resources and create their own
techniques efliciently.

Many faculty are overwhelmed with the technological possibili-
ties and their own inadequacies in understanding, dealing with,
and using them. They need effective means for communication
and interaction among themselves, encouragement for risktak-
ing, support (both funding and personal) for efforts toward
growth, and a reliable means for dealing with unsatisfactory
outcomes. Most of all, they need time to think, to talk to plan,
to design, and to create.

We also know that to be truly helpful to faculty in implementing
change, we need to be able to describe what it is they need to be
doing. This is in fact our dilemma. We cannot define what the
change will be: that synthesis is yet to occur.

Thus our challenge is to create an environment that enables
faculty to rethink, reshape, and redesign what and how they
teach. This requires integrating what we know about knowl-
edge, what we know about students and learning, and what we
know about technology. However, faculty need expertise in each
of these before they can integrate them.

Currently in MCCCD, we have faculty working on one or more of
these components, unusually one. For example, a number of
faculty are using technology for teaching, others are using
critical thinking, writing-across-the curriculum, or 4-MAT. A
few are involved in rethinking what the content of the curricu-
lum should be given technological and demographic changes.
However, seldom are these faculty knowledgeable in technology,
learning, and curriculum redesign.

To provide a climate where all three components can be ad-
dressed will require we rethink the types of experiences faculty
will need to explore and ponder the interconnections of these
areas. As a starting point, we are recommending that the folIow-
ing stages or phases will be a part of what is needed to enable
faculty to explore and link ideas, design projects to integrate
these approaches into their teaching, and rethink and evaluate
the implication of their work.

1. Information/Discovery opportunities
This is a college/center based effort that includes groups of
faculty/staff who are interested in learning more about
students and learning, knowledge, and technological possi-
bilities. These groups need to be provided with information
about innovations, discuss possible implications, go on field
trips, observe demonstrations, and discuss possibilities.
This phase is recursive, continually providing faculty oppor-
tunities for learning and renewal.

Comments

0s_

03.

Do we know when afacul@
member WOLLZCI know enough
of technozogy, zeamirg
thmy, and curr?cuZum
redes@n to proceed success-
ji@ with the integraiim of
fhel?l?
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2.

3.

4.

Exploration and project development
During this phase faculty need opportunities to develop and
implement pilot projects that integrate what we know about
students and learning, knowledge, and technology. They
need to work through “how” to accomplish what is possible.
This phase is resource intensive because faculty for clusters
of faculty) not only need equipment for development and
implementation, but they also need bkxk of time for evalu-
ating and assessing the effectiveness of their work.

Rethinki.ng/Strategy Development
In this phase, faculty need opportunities to rethink their
projects and ideas. They need to be linked with others
working on projects and discover their interconnectiveness.
And, they need opportunities to develop strategies for shar-
ing what they have learned with other faculty.

And, faculty need to be a part of a collegial ~community”
that enables ideas to spread and evolve. They need adminis-
trative support for their efforts; they need a campus climate
that encourages questioning and exploring, one that pro-
vides support and opportunity, one in which the norm is
lively dialogue on teaching and learning.

-T
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Where are We Going and How do We Get There

This report is in three parts. Part I is an introduction to kinds of
problems that were addressed. Part II raises the appropriate
questions regarding the problems and part III is a series of
recommendations related to the problems.

Part I: Introduction

The breadth of responsibility suggested by the title of this Sub
Committee could well encompass all the responsibihties of the
entire Ocotillo project. As a beginning point, this committee did
review the broad scope of needs and problems in the use of
technology and did develop a rather comprehensive list. Upon
further study, it became apparent that our list fell into three
distinct groupings.

bv e&I&n! Ocoti-
Ilo ErounE. It is the desire of this group to give full support to
the Ocotillo subcommittees currently dealing with these priori-
ties. This list includes:

Futuristic facilities
Networking
National and international databases
Partnerships
Across the district sharing of ideas and courseware
Standardlzing operating systems
Inter-campus sharing of expertise

No further questions or recommendations will come from this
committee regarding the above list but be advised that we
consider them to be of the highest priority and fully support the
Ocotillo subcommittees addressing them.

is causing radical change In teaching strategies. New kinds of
courseware are being developed and new courses are being cre-
ated. The operation of short-term and open-entry/exit courses
seems to cause great difficulty In our traditional setting. The
changing role of faculty and support staff is upsetting to our
system.

Comments
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These kinds of problems and others must be approached on a
district wide level. A series of meetings held by our sub commit-
tee with teachers and administrators has revealed that each
campus is attempting to solve the same problems. It became
apparent that the campuses were willing to develop a common
front in dealing with them. The problems in group B have a
pervasive effect and must be solved on the broadest possible
scale.

This sub committee has spent considerable time attempting to
define the above problems which you will tid detailed in Part II
of this report.

The committee discovered specific areas of
concern that can and must be addressed now. Some of these
can be implemented immediately with the appropriate approval.
Others will be ongoing concerns with leadership provided by
this committee. Part II of this report will raise the appropriate
questions and Part III will contain specific recommendations
that will address the questions raised in Part II.

The areas of concern in Group C include:

Establish a philosophical basis for technology
Encourage and nourish innovators
Define the variety of technical laboratories
Staff training and development
Database of information about innovative projects

Part II: Questions

Questions will be presented regarding the priorities of group B
and C as discussed in the introduction. This part begins by
presenting questions raised by group B which must be ad-
dressed in the broadest possible manner within our district.

The bulk of the questions result from the attempt to deliver
instruction in the non-traditional mode. Technology is bumping
the comfort zone of all elements in our district and those brave
enough to forge new frontiers are confronted with all sorts of
procedural difficulties. The following questions are designed to
address these difficulties:

Non-Traditional Instruction (‘rho WOUP 6 podion)

@ Philosophy Statement
- Should a philosophy statement be adopted district wide?
- What should be included in the philosophy statement?
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l Academic Computer Laboratories
- What Is an Open Entry/Open Exit Lab?
- What is an Open Lab?
- What is a Satellite Lab?
- What Is a Closed Lab?
- What is a Multi-purpose Lab?
- Other Lab(s)?

l Organizational Structure
- What organizational structure should be in place for an

academic computer lab environment?
- What role should Admmistratlon play in an academic

computer lab environment?
- What role should Faculty play in an academic computer lab

environment?
* Should new Faculty posittons be developed?

Courseware Author
Instructional Coordinator
Instructional Facilitator
Courseware Designer
Consultant

* Job Descriptions
- What role should Professional St& play in an academic

computer lab environment?

l Student Records
- Who should be responsible for student records?

Contracts
l Extensions
* Withdrawals
* Adds/Drops
l Grading
l Rosters
* Correspondence

l Courseware
- How should faculty be compensated for writing instructional

courseware?
* Author to receive payment when project is completed?
l Author to receive payment for updating course materials?
l Author to be given paid release time to dwelop courseware?
* Author should receive copyright for producing courseware

on own time and expense?
l Author should relinquish all rights to courseware to his/

her respective college If college has compensated author?
- How can quality be ensured for courseware whether

pro duced m-house or purchased commercially?
* Should a quality-control committee be appointed to

evaluate courseware? If so, how any people should sit on
such a committee? What area of expertise should these
people have?

* Should courseware be beta tested by a controlled group of
students prior to being placed in an academic lab?

Aren’t we moving in this
direction now? How can
these positions be institution-
alized?
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* Who should be responsible for monitoring the effectiveness
of courseware once placed in a lab?

. Faculty Loading
- How should course loading be figured for Faculty who teach

in academic laboratories?
- Can there be or should there be a District formula or

formulas?
- What formula should be used?
- How can the autonomy of each campus be protected?
- How can Faculty be protected?
- Should there be teachers of record for OE/OE courses or

should there be lead faculty who are responsible for all OE/
OE courses once placed in an academic lab?

- Should there be a lead faculty person assigned for every shift
that an academic lab is available for student use?

- What are the legal ramifications for not having a lead in
structional person on duty when an academic lab is in
operation?

l Grading
- What is the meaning of grades in a competency-based

curriculum? For example, letter grades of A, B, C, D, F?
grade option of P/Z? grade option of P/F? letter grades of A,
B, C, D, ForW?

- What is the grading criteria for each of the grade type
options?

- Should all courses have skill evaluations buflt in for grading?
- Do students have the right to fail?
- What time constraints should be placed on students to corn

plete coursework?
- What procedures should be developed to facilitate ‘Ynterlm”

grades?
- What procedures should be developed to facilitate “,in prog

ress” grades?
- What procedures should be developed to ensure students

that they get the grade option they want?
- What system can be used to track student completers?

Success rate of student completers?

* Procedures
~ Should there be standardized procedures for records man

agement in an academic lab environment? (See lV. Student
Records.)

- Should there be standardtid procedures established for
users in an academic lab environment?

l Planning Facilities to Support Instructional Computing?
- What are the alternatives to meet facility needs?
- What equipment is needed to support computer facilities?
- What are the staffing requirements?
- What traimng and technical support should be available?

Excelfent questtons!
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- What are the maintenance requfrements?
- What are the total imancial requirements and funding

sources.

WHERE DO WE WANT TO GO? flhe aup c portion)

The next set of questions were generated from the priorities
presented as Group C priorities in the introduction of this
paper. This is a set of priorities that will be addressed by this
Gcotillo sub committee.

. A statement of phflosophy for technology
- Is a statement needed that reflects the belief of the entire

district?
- What elements will make up the philosophy?

l Reward for innovation
- Should a reward for innovation be built into our system?
- What is the nature of a reward for innovation?
- How shall such reward be administered?

l The changing technical laboratory
- How do technology laboratories differ from traditional labora-

tories?
- Are there varying instructional approaches in using the tech-

nology that might require diEerent kinds of laboratories?
- Are the tools of technology so common that public access be

given to all students?
- If public laboratories are used, do they differ from any other

technical laboratory?

l Staff training and development using technology
- Is there a minimum level of training for all staff members?
- What specialized traming should be made available?
- Can specialized training and development be used to moti-

vate and assist innovators?

l Innovation communication system
- Does unnecessary duplication of efforts occur between coll-

eges?
- How are new findings shared within our district?
- Do we have a system to bring the best innovative minds

together on a continuing basis?

Comments

This is a concern that ts
shared in other group reports.
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Part Ill: Recommendations

Many questions have been raised in Part II of this document.
The recommendations given below will relate only to Group B
and Group C priorities. If you recall, Group A priorities related
to those priorities already being addressed by other Gcotillo
Subcommittees. The recommendattons will begin by addressing
Group B priorities, those priorities which relate mainly to prob-
lems arising from trying to use technology in the non-traditional
setting that need a broad-base approach leading their solution.

Recommendations from Group B priorities:

A task force should be created consisting of administrators,
faculty, and staff members representing each college in the
MCCD who are involved in non-traditional academic instruction.
The task force should be small enough to work effectively but
large enough to involve the people deeply involved with technol-
ogy and non-traditional instruction.

The Task Force will be responsible for addressing all issues
outlined in Part II of this report by collecting data from all pos-
sible resources and preparing a document outlining the recom-
mended solutions to the problems. This same task force will be
charged with the responsibility to expedite the recommended
solutions by working with the appropriate entities in or out of
the district to effect the necessary changes. Tnnes lines are
given below:

Collect data
Fall Semester of 1989

Fimshed Document
Not later than March 3 1, 1990

Expedite the Solutions
To be determined

Recommendations from Group C Priorities:

The solution to Group C Priorities have been addressed by this
subcommtttee with the recommendations given just below. This
subcommittee wants the Ocotillo group to review the recommen-
dations, alter them as necessary, and recommend them to the
proper authorities for immediate implementation.

The recommendations follow the same pattern as the questions
given in Part II of this report. The areas of questions were:

Establish a philosophical basis for technology
Encourage and nourish innovators
Defme the variety of technical laboratories
Staff training and development
Database of information about innovative projects
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Statement of Philosophy
:

:.
.,.’ :

This statement of philosophy is a reflection of the current col-
lective thin&Q ofthe W2hnoIogy~~aof~CCD. .It k5ntafls
the affirm&on kid acceptan& ofthe responsibilities that. .
technology has:o .provide not,omy &O the .students it serves
but also the +mmtWty tov+hich it Is responsive. %mong
these msm@ties .am the .me of state-&the-art
equipment .&$@progr&ms, the ~Wktlon of the best prepared

persoxxr@$i+~&~.We; &l@~:*ble,effecWe .learning
.envJronm+&t;~..~.:‘; ., .,‘.I ‘,‘:, : .; . . . . : ,y,; ,, :.

:
:

: “,
Futiher,~~E&~&phy  d&:.& wtal mle tiat tb*_

nology plays in our modern so&%y?khnology is never
static, but aI&&dyrxWc~ ~~&Wrbs to prepare both, the
student and the community to ,&pe with the emerging ad-
vances in te&ioIogy, .. :

It is appropriate, therefore+ ,that the highest levels of admini-
stration should support and finance the goals of technology.

Because the various campuses .differ greatly in demograph-
ics, each campus should be afforded a wide latftude of auton-
omy and specia&ations ofcurrkula. But each campus must
be committed to the followir$ objectives:

1. Encourage ~terdl&ipIinary sharing of facilities, hard-
ware, and software.

2. Encourage nondepartmental ownership of technoiogicaI
. . facilities, hardware. and software.

3. Make technology ~ntinuously available for students
.faculty,knd ~&i.t.f, wIthmaximum access to technology

facilities.
4. Provide qu&y instructional facilitators, facihties, &d

instructional materiaIs for new and emerging technolo-
gies.

5. Pmxmte a varfev ~~tW%ing methodologies to teach
. &,&ndws ~.~.:~~~.~~~~:~.:.~:::..~~:~~::. . .y... .’

6. Provide quality instruct&k tit&sotible t&on .and lab
f e e  3x&s. ‘., . .

7. Encourage and support faculty and stafT to constantly
stme to be .on the leading edge of technology.

Finally, it is the’ roIe of teohnology to encourage all individu-
als fkom all backgrounds and of all ages to .develop their skills
and talents to the best of their abib&5s..

. . ‘.

It is our recommendation that Gcotillo review the above state-
ment and to alter, add, or change as agreeable to the all. Fur-
ther, we recommend that the Statement of Phflosophy be ap-
proved by Ckotillo, the MCCD Governing Board, and the Admini-
stration so that is may serve as a general guideline all.

Zsn’t the real power of tech-
nology unleashed when it is
the medium and not the
message?

0R
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Encourage and Nourish Innovators

Realizing that irmovators are the mtalysts to the highest and
best use of technology, we therefore recommend the following:

In an effort to support innovatIon and show good faith to our
innovators, we are recommending a prucess of awarding re-
search and project dollars. Such dollars are to be awarded for
the continuation of the innovattvc work of these persons.

It is recommended that a stipend be gtven to each campus
innovator to support projects of their choosing. This stipend to
be Issued in the school year foWwmg the selection of the innova-
tors.

It is further recommended that the person who is named district
innovator be awarded an additional stipend to complete a project
of his/her choice.

Definition of Technical laboratories

In order to develop more clarity regarding laboratories and their
use, we recommend that Ocotillo provide a definition of the
various technical laboratories to be used as a guideline in the
building and development across our district. As a beginning
point, we submit the following statements for alteration and
acceptance by the Oeotillo group.

lit Cm. Public computer laboratories should be
positioned in the most accessible public facilities on campuses:
e.g., libraries, learning centers, student unions, etc. A partner-
ship should exist between the public computer lab and computer
services. Technology support would come from computer sew-
ices with management assistance being provided by the partner.

This lab would consist of a vtiety of microcomputer equipment
reserved for use by all students who need to use the facility to
support their academic needs. No credit will be connected with
this lab. Student use and adnnni&ation will be strictly deter-
mined on a lab fee basis. Certain basic software would be
provided by the institution wltb students being permitted to use
their own software.

S&L@&&. Open labs are labs made up of a great variety of
equipment. The only student users would be students assigned
because of specific coursework assignments.

This lab would never be scheduled and would feature m-urn
access and interdisciplinary use. It would serve three major
components: OE/OE, lab for lecture classes. and classes from
any department clastied as occasional users for computerized
assignments.

This fiiused on individuals
as innovators. Are not the
best innovations a result of
collaborative eflor-ts?

0R.

0R_

0R

0R

Isn’t one of the important
distinctions between these
lab.5 the nature and quality of
assistance provided to
sMents? Who manages
these hbs? Who pays the
operational costs?
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7. Basically a closed lab class scheduled as a
classroom controlled by an academic department and/or an
organizational unit.

Staff Training and Development

While innovation serves as a catalyst for development, we recog-
nize that faculty and sttitraming and development in the
technology is essential for broad-based use. We recommend
that Ocotillo search out and fmd new ways for this development
to occur. Further, that specific recommendations be made by
Ocotillo for acceptance by theAdministration and Board of
MCCD.

This subcommittee provides the following ideas as the beginning
point for discussion:

Faculty trainmg should be encouraged by continuing sabbatical
leaves, providing paid leaves of absences for assigned special
academic projects, providing District research dollars for innova-
tive projects, and promoting faculty to attend District, Univer-
sity, and business community training programs.

It is further recommended that the Software Library (Innovation
Center) become a powerful technical support system to tram
staff and faculty on an individual basis.

Database of lnnovaiive Projects

It is recommended that an interactive means of communication
be made available to communicate new, on-going, and com-
pleted District-wide projects.

A computer-based information system should be developed to
track and list technological projects that are in progress and
completed. An abstract would be required and available for all
completed projects. All projects should be cross-referenced in a
variety of ways: originating campus, name of author, equfp-
merit, software, course, program, etc.

0%.

0z_

0%_

0z_
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Comments from the Chairs

bY Alan Jacobs, SCC
Jim Walters, District
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Observations
by Jim Walters, District

Hierarchy of needs
I left Montezuma Lodge and Technology Retreat ‘88 on a real
high. I felt excitement in the group- a unity which would provide
momentum for the further explorations of the topics which came
out of the retreat. My excitement continued over the summer as
Alan and I planned and worked with Alfred0 to structure Ocotillo.

With fall and the beginning of school came the initial meetings of
the Ocotillo groups. I observed a sudden slowing of the momen-
tum generated by the retreat. This phenomenon manifested itself
in the ways that people participated in Ocotillo. Many people
who had been key contributors at the retreat had difficulty in
finding time for Ocotillo meetings or were unable to participate.
Ocotillo groups, with a couple of exceptions, lacked continuity of
participants. Of the people who participated, many attended a
meeting or two, but did not persist in the group throughout the
year.

As my thoughts about this have coalesced, I perceive the problem
in terms of an organizational hierarchy of needs that is somewhat
similar to Maslow’s hierarchy of human needs. Following is an
attempt to place some of our organizational needs into a hierar-
chical format. Although the exact placement of diflerent MCCCD
needs may be disputed, it appears that in a situation where a
faculty member has to choose between preparing an exam or
planning a 10 year technology agenda, the instructional activity
will take priority in a vast majority of cases.

man Nm
1. Physiological needs - food, water, sleep, etc.
2. Safety needs - physical and psychological safety and security
3. Social Needs - attention, belonging and acceptance
4. Ego Needs - respect, recognition, and achievement
5. Selfactualization

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

Students, FISE, personnel, preparing for class, grading tests
Budget, catalogs, schedules of classes, accreditation, policy
manuals, preparing/revising handouts
Advisory committees, user groups, task forces, revising
course notes
National reputation, involvement with universities, new
course/program development
Synergy, unity of purpose, a sense of shared vision, long
-ge planning

Comments
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To survive as an institution, we must have students and must
offer educational opportunities for those students. With this
basic requirement comes a wide variety of duties related to
sttiing, reporting, recruiting. oxlerlng, etc. These are the
organizational equivalents to the human physiological needs of
food, water, and sleep. Without students in classes, we cease to
exist as an orgamzation. Similarly, to reach our full potential as
an organization, our organizational a&-actualization, we need to
spend the time in reflection, analysis, planning, and improving.

Technology Retreat 733 took place in an environment away from
the classroom - away from the students. With the other levels of
organizational need not requiring attention, we were fme to fmus
on the future. We probed who we are as an organization and
looked at where we want to be and even talked about how we get
from where we are to where we want to be. In this environment,
Ocotillo was conceived.

Ocotillo was given organizational birth in quite a different set-
ting. Ocotillo appeared in our early fall (who works registration?
will my class make? who is teaching this section? where can that
section meet? where are my textbooks?) organ&.ational environ-
ment. It is difficult to catch ones breath at a college that time of
year, much less devote time ko and concentrate on a long term
vision in the midst of such pressing organizational needs,

My initial thinking about the phenomenon that I am describing
was that the momentum of maintenance was steamrolling over
and crushing our efforts to look forward and to plan for the
future. Now, I see that we really don’t have two forces that are
opposing, we just have a strong sense of organizational sutival.
This survival instinct will enable us to be around to implement
the plans that we develop. As an organization, we do what is
necessary to survive, and it seems that the same instinct also
compels us to plan and look forward.

Against this backdrop, I am pleased with the accomplishments of
the Ocottllo groups. People have given of their time to begin
buflding a vision of improving learning through technology. I
applaud the people who have gfven of their time to voluntarily
work with one or more of the Ocotillo groups. This time has
been given above the book orders, the test grading and all the
other basic organizational needs that occupy much of our time.

Based on this experience, I believe that we should make some
changes in Ocotillo for next year. My initial recommendations
include:

1. Make pa.rUcipation in Ocotillo and other planning efforts a
formal committee assignment with the weight, status and
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time considerations of other district-wide committees.

2. Provide more opportunities away from the workplace for
planning and discussing issues related to our organizational
future.

I am sure that over the course of the retreat, other recommenda-
tions will emerge and that the ones hated above will be modified.
This abflity to refine and expand ideas as a group is a true
strength of the organization and one that we rely on heavily in
trying to move forward.

Communications: The CoSy Experiment

Last fall, when Ocotillo began, a bulletin board system titled
CoSy was set up for use by Ocotillo groups. The decision to try
to use an electronic system was based on the assumption that
more people could contribute if they could participate in asyn-
chronous discussions from their office. With CoSy, people could
read what everyone had contributed and have the opportunity to
respond to specific topics or contribute new thoughts. This has
been documented as a successful way to carry on discussions
that are topic specific in numerous locations around the world.

Use of CoSy never gained enough momentum to be successful
with the Ocotillo groups. Despite having an above average
inclination toward technology use, of the 130 plus persons who
received passwords to use CoSy, only about 10 became active
participants. Because of the need to communicate information
to group participants who were not looking at CoSy on a regular
basis, groups quickly switched to electronic mail for. their com-
munications needs.

Based on comments that I heard and conversations that I have
had, several issues enter into the lack of success of CoSy as a
communication medium. CoSy was software that was unfamil-
iar to many users. It is command line driven, that is a user had
totypeinacommand to tell CoSy what to do. This is different
than the menu based systems like All-in- 1. Additionally, CoSy
represented a communication style that is different than we are
accustomed to. We In the district who communicate electroni-
cally tend to depend solely on electronic mail. The idea of
runnfng a different software package to get messages is not a
part of our routine. Moreover, with Al, one is alerted that
messages are waiting to be read when you log into the VAX.
There is no provision for this in CoSy and you can’t tell if there
are things that you haven’t read until you get into CoSy. An-
other key issue 1s that we tend to hmit readership of our elec-
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An opinion
bv Alan Jacobs, SCC

Who owns computing? Comments
Imagine yourself strolling through campus buildings in 15 or 20
years. As you see students using computers* you ask each one,
*For which department are you doing an assignment?” How will
the results of your survey tally? Will 90% of the students say,
“We’re learning to use XYZ software from the CIS department”?
Or will 90% give the name of some other (not CISJ department?

I believe that it could happen either way. I also believe that we
can choose right now which direction we want to take. I am
motivated to raise the issue at all because I am concerned about
the relatively slow rate at which technology use is being brought
into instruction. The purpose of this brief edRor-ia.2 is to raise the
issue of who ‘owns’ computing in as direct a way as possible.

In the present year, the answer to the above survey of student
computer users is likely 90% CIS and 10% other. This current
dominance of CIS has an historical basis.

In the ’60s and ’70s and early ’80s. the Data Processfng curricu-
lum was in hfgh demand. DP departments taught courses in the
major programming languages of the day, especially COBOL,
with additional courses in BASIC, FOFKRAN, Pascal, Assembler,
etc. During the latter half of the 1980s the college DP depart-
ments experienced a marked decline in enrollment in the tradi-
tional programming curriculum. At the same time the college
started to see the increased need to teach computer application
programs like spreadsheets, word processing, and databases.

In the middle 1980s. the DP departments re-formed themselves
to CIS (Computer Information Systems) and leaped to develop
courses to teach the myriad of applications that people wanted
to learn. The CIS departments acted cIuickly to address the
major changes that were taking place in computing. CIS moved
the curriculum from ‘strictly mainframe’ to ‘mostly micros’ and
moved the curriculum from strictly programming languages to
mostly applications in the space of only a few years. In the
context of the time, it made sense for CIS to meet the increasing
demand for teaching computer applications. After all, CIS

l Of course, students may all have their own computers in 15-20 years. mere
may be very fW on campus. If you bek4e this, imagine that you are strolling
through the neighborhoods, asking communtty college students the same
question. In other words, no matter whose computer they’re using, for which
department is the assignment king done?
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faculty were ‘good at’ computing and knowledgeable in varieties
of software. They had, no doubt, a more favorable learning
curve than many other faculty, when it came to learning to
teach new computer application programs.

Major changes in computing were also happening in MCCCD
instruction in this same time frame. During the middle 80s. the
district made a commitment not only to &nprove faculty com-
puter literacy in a big way (through the Faculty Computer
Literacy F’roject and other on-going endeavors), but also to put
more computing power into the hands of faculty and students
(by way of the 10 year bond funding). As a result, most MCCCD
faculty are computer literate and use the computer systems in
their offices for otiice-type purposes, mostly word prmessing.

I believe the time has come to re-evaluate the appropriateness of
relying on CIS to teach major computer applications.

I am very tipressed, for example, when I look at the products
that students produce in their computer art courses. Under the
guidance of an art instructor, the students do art on the com-
puter, at the same time learning the use of the software. Now, I
belleve that I could teach anyone how to use a %i.nt or Draw
program on a computer. That is I could teach booting the
program, the software commands for drawing lines and curves
and filling areas, etc. But I could in no way teach art. So I am
extremely impressed by the quality of the work that the art
instructors are able to get from students in their computer art
classes. And as a result I know that they are the most appropri-
ate teachers of this software.

I am also very impressed by the quality of work that the drafting
instructors are able to get from their students in Computer
Aided Design courses.

l’m pretty sure that someone with a publications background, or
a design background, would be able to get much better results
from students in a DeskTop Publishing course than would
someone who ls mostly interested in teaching the software
commands. For this reason I believe that CIS should not be in
the business of teaching DeskTop Publishing (DTF’l software.
The objection might be raised on CISs behalf that ‘those other
instructors aren’t really interested in teaching sobare, are
they? Wouldn’t they rather spend their time on design?’ To the
extent this objection is valid, I believe it only speaks to teaching
DTF’ as a team effort, as is currently being done at GWCC.
Actually, I believe the objection is actually harmful in that it
literally robs the ‘other mstructors’ of the responsibility of learn-
ing (and then teaching) the current tools of the field.
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Even though spreadsheets have been available since the early
’80s very few math courses use them at all. There are several
appropriate places where spreadsheets could be useful for
mathematics, especially those with graphing capability. Why
hasn’t spreadsheet use come into math courses? Among other
reasons, I believe that it’s because the math departments have
been able to evade responsibility for teaching these mathemati-
cal tools. CIS teaches those courses; it’s their jobnot ours.

I honestly believe that if math departments taught spreadsheets,
then spreadsheets would be used in nearly every math class.
And I believe the same would apply to economics, chemistry,
sociology, etc. If those instructors taught spreadsheets, for
example, they’d infuse usage Into their ‘own’ courses.

Well, what is the difJerence between computer art and word
processing? I believe that there is no difTerence. I believe that
the people who teach Mting (in an age of writing across the
curriculum, that may be lots of us) ought to teach word process-
ing. In the first place, the command language for at least one
word processing program is something nearly all faculty are
familiar with because they use it daily. So I believe that most of
us could also learn to teach any of the word processing pro-
grams that are in the curriculum. In the second place when we
take the responsibility for teaching the computer software that
our students will use, we become even more computer-aware
and we will infuse our subject matter with even more appropri-
ate computer use.

Let’s not wait until some genius comes along in 20 years with
the innovative idea of computing across the curriculum. Let’s
take the opportunity right now to spread responsibility for
teaching computing to all departments across the curriculum.
We all need to assume ownership of computing.
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